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ABSTRACT
Central Sinama Voice: A Symmetrical Analysis
Jeremiah Joy James
Master of Arts
with major in
Applied Linguistics
The Graduate Institute of Applied Linguistics, June 2017
Supervising Professor: Paul Kroeger
This thesis presents a symmetrical analysis of the voice system of Central Sinama
(often called Sama, Samal, or Badjao), an Austronesian language of the Philippines and
Malaysia. Sinama has a three-way primary voice alternation, comprising two transitive
voices (undergoer voice and actor voice) and an intransitive passive voice. Sinama also
has two minor voices: conveyance voice and locative voice. Based on analysis of
recorded text, elicited data, and dictionary example sentences, the thesis presents
evidence that the NP uniquely selected by a clause’s voice morphology is the syntactic
subject. It also shows that the primary voice alternation between actor voice and
undergoer voice does not result in the demotion of the non-subject argument to oblique or
adjunct status. The presence of two transitive voices means that Sinama has a
symmetrical (i.e., non-demoting) voice system, as defined by Arka (2003a: 115).
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis examines the voice system of Central Sinama [sml],1 a member of the
Sama-Bajaw subgroup of the Western Malayo-Polynesian branch of the Austronesian
language family (Lewis et al. 2016: Sama, Central). Central Sinama has a three-way
primary voice alternation, comprising two transitive voices and an intransitive passive
voice. The transitive voices, undergoer voice (UV) and actor voice (AV), differ in their
assignment of subject: UV assigns subject status to the undergoer, and AV assigns
subject status to the actor. Passive voice, like UV, assigns subject status to the undergoer,
and demotes the actor. Sinama also has two minor voices: conveyance voice (CV), which
selects an instrument or displaced theme as subject; and locative voice (LV), which
selects a location.
The alternation between UV and AV does not result in the demotion of the nonsubject argument to oblique or adjunct status. The presence of two transitive voices
means that Sinama has a symmetrical voice system, as defined by Arka (2003a: 115).
Other descriptions of Sama-Bajaw languages have varied between describing them as
syntactically ergative, or describing them as symmetrical. This analysis of the Sinama
voice system is an addition to that conversation. It is also a small part of the rapidlygrowing body of knowledge on symmetrical voice in the Austronesian languages.

1

Language names are followed on their first appearance by their three-letter ISO 639-3 codes.
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Chapter 1 introduces the Central Sama people and their culture. It touches briefly
on language vitality and related languages. It also provides a discussion of the theoretical
framework used for this thesis, an overview of voice in Central Sinama and other
Austronesian languages, a literature review, and description of the fieldwork. It closes
with some information on phonology, word order, pronouns, and tense/aspect/modality.
Chapter 2 describes Central Sinama verbal morphology. It covers a wide variety
of topics, including intransitive affixes, transitive voice affixes, valence-increasing
affixes, and aspect and modality. It also dwells on the question of whether conveyance
voice and locative voices are truly voices, or nominalizers. The goal of the chapter is to
distinguish voice and applicative morphemes from other verbal affixes, in order to focus
on the former two.
Chapter 3 deals with the question of subject. It briefly describes the split in
subject properties, common to a number of Austronesian languages, between ‘rolerelated’ properties and ‘reference-related’ properties. Role-related properties are
controlled by the actor, and reference-related properties are controlled by the NP which is
uniquely selected by the voice morphology (that is, the nominative NP). Chapter 3
reviews several subject properties which are controlled by the nominative NP in Central
Sinama, and builds a case for describing the nominative NP as the syntactic subject.
Chapter 4 deals with direct core arguments (DCAs). It gives a working definition
of transitivity, which is then applied to Central Sinama. Examples of DCA tests are
provided from several different languages, followed by two DCA tests for Sinama. This
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groundwork is used to build a case that DCAs in Sinama may be identified by their lack
of prepositional marking.
Chapter 5 discusses symmetrical voice systems. It applies the DCA tests of
chapter 4 to the constituents of different Central Sinama clauses, including UV actors,
AV undergoers, and passive actors. This evidence is used to argue that Sinama has a
symmetrical voice system. The chapter closes by briefly considering the implications of
Sinama’s two minor voices, and adds some brief comments on syntactic ergativity.

1.1

Geography and history
Central Sinama is the language of the Central Sama people.2 The Sama homeland

is located in the Sulu Archipelago, in the southwestern Philippines. Spanish records from
the 16th and 17th centuries mention sea nomads who were almost certainly Sama (Sather
1997: 12-13), but there were probably Sama in the southern Philippines many centuries
prior to Western contact. Linguistic reconstruction shows that speakers of proto-SamaBajaw, the ancestor language to Sinama and its sister languages, lived in Zamboanga and
were spreading into Sulu by around A.D. 1000 (Pallesen 1985: 6).
The Sama have long included a highly mobile contingent who have wandered far
afield in search of fishing opportunities and trading partnerships. Unrest in Sulu since the

2

In actual usage the term “Sinama” can refer to any of several Sama-Bajaw languages, but in this thesis
mention of Sinama without further modification refers to Central Sinama. Likewise, references to the Sama
refer to the Central Sama people unless otherwise specified.
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1970’s has increased this tendency, and today there are Central Sama communities in the
coastal regions of Mindanao and the Visayas; as far north as Manila Bay and Pampanga;
and as far south as Semporna (Sabah, Malaysia), and possibly Kalimantan, Indonesia.
A number of names are used for different Sama groups. Many of these names are
also used by speakers of distinct but related languages in the Philippines, Malaysia, and
Indonesia. This can lead to confusion:
‘Central’ is not an indigenous label for the language. … Most native speakers of
the language identify themselves as Sama, and the language they speak as
Sinama. They are also known by numerous other names, a fact that has given rise
to some confusion both in regard to identity and demographic information.
Among these names are: Sama Dilaut (meaning ‘ocean-going Sama’, some seminomadic); Sama Pala’u (meaning ‘boat-based Sama’, semi-nomadic); Sama
Jengen (meaning ‘house-boat Sama’), found in the Bongao district of the
Philippines; Sama Lipid (meaning ‘land-based Sama’), a culturally distinct group
of Central Sama speakers found in the Siasi municipality of the Philippines; Sama
Pagung and Sama Paosol (meaning ‘floating Sama’ and ‘house-building Sama’,
respectively); Badjaw (a sometimes pejorative exonym in the Philippines for
migrant Sama Dilaut, but a more positive one for Central Sama speakers in Sabah,
Malaysia). In addition, many Central Sama, though few of them own or live on
land, choose—like other Sama—to identify themselves by a place name. For
example, Sama Siasi, Sama Sitangkai, Sama Kabinga’an, Sama Ubian,3 and Sama
Olutangga.
In Sabah, Malaysia, in addition to the names above, these people are known as
Bajau Laut, Sama Laut, Sama Mandelaut, and Bajau Pela’u. English terms used to
refer to this people group include both Sea Bajau and Sea Gypsies (Pallesen &
Soderberg 2012: 353).

3

Ethnologue (Lewis et al. 2016: Sama, Southern) lists South Ubian as a dialect of Southern Sinama [ssb]
rather than Central Sinama. A degree of language chaining among the Sama-Bajaw languages of Sulu can
make exact placement of specific dialects difficult.

5

Map 1: Distribution of Central Sinama

The shaded areas on this map represent known Central Sama communities as of
2017. The map is intended to be representative of the Sama diaspora and is by no means
exhaustive. Thanks to Luke Schroeder, Kemp Pallesen, and Michael Boutin (Boutin &
Boutin 1985) for their additions and comments.
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1.2

Cultural subgroups
The distinguishing feature of Sama culture is its focus on the ocean. This ocean-

centric orientation varies in degree and expression among Sama communities, but is a
consistent feature across the people group as a whole. Sama homes traditionally consist
of pile houses on the shore or over the water, or else houseboats of a variety of designs.
Few Sama in the Philippines still live on houseboats, but this lifestyle can still be
observed in parts of Sabah (Erik Abrahamsson, p.c. 2011).
Broadly speaking, the Sama can be divided into two major subgroups based on
cultural differences. These subgroups are the Sama Dilaut (‘Ocean Sama’, often referred
to by the exonym Badjao4), and the Sama Deya or Sama Lipid (‘Land Sama’, sometimes
referred to by the exonym Samal). They speak the same language, having “nearly
identical deep structure and a high degree of mutual intelligibility with only minor lexical
differences,” but differ in their “variant… [on] the basic cultural orientation to the sea”
(Pallesen 1985: 10). Their cultural differences are large enough that the two groups are
commonly seen as ethnically distinct. But they are not in fact different ethnic groups, a
fact recognized by researchers as early as 1968:
The Bajau (Sama) laut (until very recently) lived only in boats and were identified
by their nomadic culture and animistic practices; the Samal, although shore
(strand) dwellers with close ties to the sea, practiced a simple garden agriculture
and possessed highly developed boat-building techniques. The major distinction
between them and the Bajau laut, who speak the same language, has been their
house-dwelling habit and the fact that they are Muslim. Ethnographers are only
4

Variously spelled Badjao (the commonest spelling in the Philippines), Bajaw, Bajau, Badjaw, and Bajo.
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now coming to the conclusion that the Samal and Bajau are not ethnically distinct
groups of people. Nimmo (1968: 34) states: “In earlier publications I followed the
traditional division of Samal and Bajau, but after more extensive research in Sulu,
it has become apparent to me that the divisions are artificial and misleading. … It
is much more realistic to regard the so-called Bajau as members of the more
comprehensive Samal group.”
… Although ethnic distinction between Samal Bajau and Bajau laut may be
“artificial,” a real distinction is made—not only by the other inhabitants of Sulu
but by both groups of Samal speakers themselves—based on their diverse ways of
life (Warren 1971: xiii-xiv).
1.3

Language vitality
The Sinama language enjoys widespread and vigorous use by all generations of

speakers. Although language shift is under way in some communities, with economic and
cultural pressure to adopt the local language of wider communication, it is not a general
pattern throughout the Sama population. An orthography exists and has been used in
some educational and religious publications, but Sinama is still in the very early stages of
development for educational purposes. It does enjoy online use as a written language. On
the EGIDS5 scale of language vitality, Sinama is probably at level 6a, “Vigorous.”

5

Expanded Graded Intergenerational Disruption Scale. See https://www.ethnologue.com/about/languagestatus for a description and explanation of EGIDS. As of 2016, Lewis et al. (2016: Sama, Central) lists
Sinama as EGIDS level 4, “Educational,” but this is not an accurate description of the present situation.
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1.4

Related languages
That the Sama-Bajaw languages form a single subgroup was stated at least as

early as 1977 (Pallesen 1985: 43).6 Pallesen identified nine languages in the Sama-Bajaw
subgroup (1985: 45-48). A slightly different list is found in Lewis et al. (2016: SamaBajaw), who divide the subgroup into the following languages: Yakan [yka], Inabaknon
[abx], Mapun [sjm], Sama Bangingih [sse], 7 Central Sinama [sml], Southern Sinama
[ssb], and Pangutaran Sama [slm], all spoken primarily in the Philippines; West Coast
Bajau [bdr], spoken in Sabah, Malaysia; and Indonesian Bajau [bdl], spoken in Indonesia.
Although most of the Sama-Bajaw languages are spoken in the Philippines, the group
almost certainly did not originate there. The Sama-Bajaw languages are not members of
the Philippine subgroup; there is evidence for an origin in Indonesia (Pallesen 1985: 245),
perhaps Borneo (Blust 2007).

1.5

Theoretical framework
This thesis takes an eclectic approach to theory. Its purpose is primarily

typological and descriptive, and it borrows useful concepts and terms wherever they can

6

Pallesen’s 1985 monograph Culture contact and language convergence “is essentially the same, minor
matters of revision apart,” as his 1977 doctoral dissertation (University of California, Berkeley). This work
is also the origin of the composite term ‘Sama-Bajaw’ as a name for the subgroup, as “a compromise
between the most typical self-designation [Sama] and the most widespread exonym [Bajaw]” (Pallesen
1985: 43fn.).
7
Lewis et al. (2016: Sama, Balangingih) conflate three closely-similar Sibuguey Bay varieties of Sama
with Sama Bangingih. Pallesen (1985: 45) lists them separately from Bangingih, on the grounds that they
are linguistically and socially distinct, and viewed the Bangingih with enmity (Pallesen, p.c. 2017).
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be found. However, the largest influence comes from Role and Reference Grammar
(RRG). RRG provides a good fit and a useful set of concepts for analyzing Sinama voice.
In particular, the terms ‘actor’ and ‘undergoer’ are taken from RRG. These refer to
semantic macroroles, “because each of them subsumes a number of specific argumenttypes (thematic relations)” (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 141). Actor refers to “the
generalized agent-like role,” and could refer to an agent, an experiencer, a possessor, a
source, and so on. Undergoer in turn is “the generalized patient-type role,” which could
be a patient, a theme, a recipient, a location, and so forth.
RRG makes a useful distinction, of particular importance in chapter 4, between
semantic status (core argument v. peripheral) and oblique marking (prepositionally
marked v. unmarked). Oblique marking and peripheral status are imperfectly aligned in
many languages; the presence of a preposition does not necessarily tell us whether or not
a constituent is an argument. Based on these distinctions, RRG defines core arguments
as “those arguments which are part of the semantic representation of the verb.” Direct
core arguments (DCAs) are core arguments which are unmarked, and oblique core
arguments (obliques) are core arguments which are prepositionally marked.8 Adjuncts
are non-arguments (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 26-29).

8

The direct/oblique core argument distinction does not depend on adpositional marking in every language.
These categories can be differentiated even for languages in which all NPs receive case marking rather than
adpositions (Foley & Van Valin 1984: 97-102). But this will not be discussed further here, as Sinama lacks
case marking.
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Subject is used in this thesis in a syntactic sense to refer to the nominal
constituent that is selected by the verbal affixation (chapter 3). It is roughly equivalent to
the RRG term ‘privileged syntactic argument’ (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 176). The
terms focus and topic are used here only in the pragmatic sense of “at-issue” content vs.
“what we are talking about” (Comrie 1989: 63-64). Voice is used rather than the
traditional Philippinist term ‘focus’ to refer to ‘a system whereby verbal affixation
signal[s] the semantic role of a selected nominal per clause’ (Quakenbush 2005: 9).

1.6

Overview of voice systems
A discussion of voice depends on clearly distinguishing transitive from

intransitive clauses. The concept of a primary transitive verb (Andrews 2007: 138)
provides a good tool for developing a definition of transitive and intransitive. Primary
transitive verbs (PTVs) are two-argument verbs which take a volitional agent and an
affected patient. “Languages always seem to have a standard way or small set of ways in
which they normally express the Agent and Patient of a PTV” (Andrews 2007: 139).
PTVs can be used to define grammatical functions A and P, which are the arguments of a
two-argument verb which are treated like the agent or the patient of a PTV, respectively,
in the language’s morphosyntax. A transitive verb, then, is a verb that has both A and P in
its syntactic structure; an intransitive verb lacks one or the other of these functions. In
Sinama, the actor is the macrorole which is treated most like an agent of a PTV, so it
corresponds most closely to A. The undergoer is treated most like a patient of a PTV, so it
corresponds most closely to P.
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1.6.1

Symmetrical voice
A symmetrical voice language is defined for the purposes of this thesis as a

language with two or more transitive voices (Arka 2003a: 115). These voices can select
different semantic macroroles as subject without demoting any of the other arguments of
the clause.
This bears explaining in more detail. In an accusative language, the transitive
(active) voice selects the actor (the most agent-like argument, section 1.5) as subject. In
order for the undergoer (the most patient-like argument) to become the subject, the verb
must be in passive voice, and the actor demoted to oblique status. Likewise, in a
syntactically ergative language, the ergative voice is transitive and selects the undergoer
as subject. For the actor to become subject, the verb must be in antipassive voice, and the
undergoer demoted to oblique status.
But in a symmetrical voice language, both the actor and the undergoer are eligible
to be selected as the subject, simply by choosing the appropriate verb morphology.
Crucially, this alternation between subjects can take place without requiring the demotion
of any other semantic role. There is no alternation in “the core [i.e., DCA—JJJ] status of
actor and undergoer arguments regardless of the voice type chosen, in marked contrast to
passive or antipassive constructions which present the actor or undergoer respectively as
oblique constituents” (Foley 1998: 73). Some authors, including Foley (1998) and
Himmelmann (2005: 112) include in their definitions of symmetrical voice the proviso
that symmetrical-voice languages have no preferred or unmarked voice alternation.
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However, no such claim is made here for Sinama. For our purposes, the defining feature
of symmetrical voice is the presence of multiple transitive voices which do not require
demotion: “[Actor voice - undergoer voice] alternations do not result in the demotion of
the Core [i.e., DCA—JJJ] status of arguments into OBL” (Arka 2003a: 15).

1.6.2

Philippine-type and Indonesian-type languages
Western Austronesian languages are commonly divided into two categories, often

referred to as Philippine-type languages and Indonesian-type languages. (It should be
noted that these are typological designations, not geographical.) Both Philippine-type and
Indonesian-type languages may be viewed as symmetrical (Arka 2003a: 115, 117;
Himmelmann 2005: 113, 175).
Philippine-type languages are characterized by a variety of voice morphology
which allows different semantic roles to become subject. There is always one actor voice,
and often case marking of free nominal arguments. Indonesian-type languages, on the
other hand, are usually analyzed as having two voices, actor voice and undergoer voice.
In some languages, undergoer voice is the default or unmarked transitive voice (Arka &
Ross 2005: 7). To become the subject, a semantic role such as a beneficiary or recipient
must first become an undergoer. This is done by means of an applicative construction,
which promotes an oblique argument to DCA status. This applied DCA is an undergoer,
which can then be selected as subject via undergoer voice.

13
It is not entirely clear whether Sinama is more “Philippine-type” or more
“Indonesian-type.” Sinama has two transitive voices, actor voice and undergoer voice; a
passive voice; and an applicative construction for promoting certain semantic roles to
undergoer. All these are characteristics of Indonesian-type languages (Arka 2003a: 115116). However, Sinama also has two “minor” voices, conveyance voice and locative
voice. It is not entirely certain that these are truly voices—they might be nominalizers—
but if they are indeed voices, they seem to behave more like Philippine-type voices, in
which the voice affixation serves to directly select a particular semantic role as subject,
without the action of an intervening applicative. In that case, Sinama partakes of some of
the characteristics of both Indonesian- and Philippine-type languages.

1.7

Literature review
A large number of sources deal with Austronesian voice systems in general,

including symmetrical systems. The term ‘symmetrical’ was introduced to the discussion
of Austronesian voice by Foley (1998), who goes into considerable detail regarding the
manifestation of symmetrical voice in Philippine languages.9 Under Foley’s definition, a
symmetrical-voice language does not have a preferred choice of semantic role for subject;
all voices are signaled by some overt morpheme; and there is no rearrangement of case
marking (other than subject marking) caused by a change in voice. In other words, there
is no voice that is more basic or unmarked compared to the others. Himmelmann (2005)

9

Although written in 1998, Foley’s paper was first published in 2007, in revised form.
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provides a similar definition of symmetrical voice, one in which all voices are
morphologically marked, and selection of different NPs as pivot does not require a
rearrangement or alteration of marking on the other NPs.

1.7.1

Central Sinama
Most research on the Central Sama has focused on Sama Dilaut culture and

lifeways, religion, and history.10 Research on the Central Sinama language itself has been
scantier. The most important work has been done by Pallesen, who has compiled a
substantial Sinama dictionary database (forthcoming) which is an invaluable source of
natural example sentences. He has also written a Sinama pedagogical grammar (1973),
which though incomplete is a very useful reference for basic (and some not-so-basic)
syntax questions. An article in Journal of the International Phonetic Association
(Pallesen & Soderberg 2012) provides a description of the orthography used in this thesis.
Finally, Pallesen’s 1985 monograph Culture contact and language convergence explores
the linguistic and cultural interaction of the Sama-Bajaw language with the surrounding
languages—particularly Tausug [tsg], the language of power and influence in Sulu for
several centuries. It is not focused on syntax, but contains helpful nuggets of grammatical
information, and provided important cultural and historical background for this thesis.

10

Notable ethnographic and historical studies on the Sama Dilaut include those by Warren (1971), Nimmo
(1972, 2001), Sopher (1977), Bottignolo (1995), Sather (1997), and Abrahamsson (2011). There is an
unfortunate paucity of ethnographic research on Sama groups other than the Sama Dilaut.
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1.7.2

Other Sama-Bajaw languages
Grammatical descriptions of varying lengths are available for most of the other

Sama-Bajaw languages. In his analysis of West Coast Bajau, Miller (2007, 2009) gives a
clear demonstration of the kind of evidence required to show that a Sama-Bajaw
language has a symmetrical voice system. His methods can by no means be applied
wholesale to Central Sinama, but nonetheless provide an invaluable model.
Sama Bangingih (Gault 1999), Southern Sinama (Trick 2008), Sama Pangutaran
(Walton 1986), and Yakan (Behrens & Brainard 2002) have all been analyzed from an
ergative perspective. This entails analyzing undergoer voice as the basic transitive voice,
and actor voice as an antipassive.

11

These studies differ in how they analyze

the -in-marked construction (section 2.3.2). In Sama Bangingih and Southern Sinama, it
has been analyzed as a marked undergoer voice, and therefore transitive; Pallesen (1973)
has a similar description of -in- in Central Sinama. This thesis, on the other hand,
describes both undergoer voice and actor voice as transitive in Central Sinama, differing
in their assignment of subject; the -in- construction is analyzed as a passive, as in past
analyses of Sama Pangutaran and Yakan.

11

Walton, though he describes actor voice as an antipassive, notes that the undergoer in a Pangutaran actor
voice clause is usually not overtly marked as an oblique (1986: 119).
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1.7.3

Other Austronesian languages
Kroeger (1993: 47-48, 54-55) provides evidence for non-demoting voice

alternations in Tagalog [tgl], thus giving one of the first descriptions of a type of voice
system that later became known as symmetrical. Kroeger does not, however, claim that
any particular Tagalog voice is the unmarked or most basic voice. Another excellent
description of a symmetrical-voice language is given by Arka (2003b) for Balinese [ban].
Both Kroeger and Arka provide good models for the study of a symmetrical Austronesian
language. In particular, their descriptions of subject and DCA tests provided ideas for
finding such tests in Sinama.

1.8

Fieldwork and data sources
Fieldwork for this thesis was performed between 2010 and 2017, primarily in the

Sama Dilaut community of Kanaꞌan, located in Seaside Village, Matina Aplaya, Davao
City, Philippines. I lived in Kanaꞌan for one year (2010-2011), during which time I
focused on learning the language and culture of the Sama. Since then, barring a total of
1½ years abroad, I have lived within walking distance of Kanaꞌan. I also performed minor
fieldwork with Sinama speakers (not Sama Dilaut) in Zamboanga City.
The Sinama Dilaut dialect is strongly emphasized in this research. This is largely
because it is the dialect with which I am most familiar. It is the Sinama that I speak (or
aim to speak, anyway), and I have the easiest access to Sinama Dilaut speakers.
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Moreover, although the syntactic differences among different Sinama dialects are quite
small, those differences can be minimized further by focusing on a single dialect.
Research for this thesis began with recording and transcribing a number of texts.
Some of the recording and transcription was done by me, some by my wife Lydia. I
charted five of these texts in columns showing the positions of the various constituents in
a Sinama sentence. Using the patterns that emerged from these charts, I was able to
formulate hypotheses regarding Sinama syntax. I then tested these hypotheses with native
speakers in a series of study sessions. I found it most effective to work with 2-3 Sama
interlocutors at a time. I prepared a series of test sentences in advance, based mostly on
sentences taken from the texts and from Pallesen’s dictionary database. These sentences
were tested for acceptability with my Sama respondents.
The test sentences frequently led into a wider-ranging discussion of the feature I
was looking at, with the respondents often suggesting sentences and constructions of their
own. In cases where the respondents disagreed, or when there was a seeming mismatch
between their feedback and the text data, I did further study on my own before returning
for further testing. As is often the case in linguistic study, the research was a cycle of
group discussion and individual study, with the two processes informing one another.
Other than elicited sentences, example sentences in this thesis are taken from
Pallesen’s dictionary database (see section 1.7.1), and from Sinama Dilaut texts (the texts
with which I began the research, further texts recorded by my wife for her discourse
research, and one short story written by a Sama man for children’s educational material).
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The appendix provides more information on the texts. Some of the dictionary sentences
are not from Sinama Dilaut speakers; in a few cases, vocabulary items have been changed
to accord with Sama Dilaut usage. Elicited sentences have also been checked for
acceptability with Sama Dilaut speakers.

1.9

Phonology

1.9.1

Phonemes and orthography
Sinama has seventeen consonant phonemes and six vowels (Pallesen & Soderberg

2012). 12 These are listed below with their orthographic representations. The Sinama
orthography uses a vertical apostrophe or saltillo, << ꞌ >>,13 for both the consonant /ʔ/
and the vowel /ə/. These two phonemes do not occur in the same environment, so the dual
usage of << ꞌ >> does not cause any ambiguity.

12

Sections 1.9.1 and 0 draw heavily on Pallesen & Soderberg (2012). Interested readers should consult
their article for more detail on Sinama phonology and orthography.
13
Double brackets are used for orthographic data in this section, rather than the standard single brackets, to
avoid potential confusion with the gloss for infixes.
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Table 1: Sinama consonants
Phonemic
/b/
/k/
/d/
/ɡ/
/h/
/d͡ʒ/
/l/
/m/
/n/
/ŋ/
/ɲ/
/p/
/s/
/t/
/w/
/j/
/ʔ/

Orthographic
<<b>>
<<k>>
<<d, r>>14
<<g>>
<<h>>
<<j>>
<<l>>
<<m>>
<<n>>
<<ng>>
<<ny>>
<<p>>
<<s>>
<<t>>
<<w>>
<<y>>
<< ꞌ >>

Table 2: Sinama vowels
Phonemic
/a/
/e/
/i/
/o/
/u/
/ə/

14

Orthographic
<<a>>
<<e>>
<<i>>
<<o>>
<<u>>
<< ꞌ >>

The symbol <<r>> is the orthographic representation of [ɾ], an allophone of /d/ which occurs between
vowels and at the beginning of a handful of loanwords.
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1.9.2

Gemination and stress
Most Sinama phonemes, both vowels and consonants, demonstrate contrastive

length. The only exceptions are /h ʔ ɲ w ə/. Long consonants are interpreted as geminate
clusters, and are written as sequences of two identical consonant letters, e.g. [ꞌkap:al]
<<kappal>> ‘ship’, versus [ꞌkapal] <<kapal>> ‘thickness’. The cluster [dd͡ʒ] is also
interpreted as a geminate, but is written <<dj>>, e.g. [ꞌbud:ʒaŋ] <<budjang>> ‘maiden’.
Long vowels are also interpreted as geminate clusters, but are written with a macron, e.g.
[siꞌɡa:] <<sigā>> ‘3DU.I’, versus [ꞌsiɡa] <<siga>> ‘cigarette’.
Stress in Sinama is not contrastive, falling always on the penultimate syllable. The
presence of a long vowel in the ultima causes the stress to shift to the right; compare
[siꞌɡa:] and [ꞌsiɡa] above. This is the major piece of evidence motivating the analysis of
long vowels as geminate. A geminate vowel is equivalent to two syllable segments, and
thus the stress always falls on the penultimate syllable.
The schwa occurs only prior to homorganic consonant clusters (including
geminates), e.g. bꞌnnal ‘true’, sꞌkkat ‘hand of bananas’, kꞌmbal ‘twin’, or tꞌnde ‘to sink’.
The schwa is contrastive, because the other five vowels are also able to occur prior to
homorganic consonant clusters (Pallesen & Soderberg 2012: 355-356). When the schwa
occurs word-initially, it is elided; the following consonant becomes syllabic and carries
the stress, e.g. [ꞌm̩bal] <<mbal>> ‘no’. The schwa re-emerges when certain prefixes are
added, e.g. [ʔaŋꞌəmbal] <<angꞌmbal>> ‘to refuse’.
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1.9.3

Nasal assimilation and replacement

Several Sinama prefixes (aN-, paN-, maN-) end with an unspecified nasal consonant. The
form of this consonant varies according to the place of articulation of the following
phoneme.
Table 3 shows the paradigm for this nasal consonant.15
(a) Before vowels (including word-initial schwa) or /w/, N- becomes ŋ- (example (1)).
(b-d) Before bilabials and voiceless stops, the first letter of the verb stem is replaced by
its homorganic nasal (examples (2)-(4)).
(e-f) Before /d/, /d͡ʒ/, or /ɡ/, N- is replaced by ŋaN-, which assimilates to the place of
articulation of the first consonant of the verb stem (examples (5)-(6)).
(g) Before other phonemes, N- becomes ŋa- (example (7)) (Pallesen 1973: 87-88).

15

Similar, though not identical, nasal paradigms are found in other Sama-Bajaw languages. Cp. West Coast
Bajau (Miller 2007: 50-52), Yakan (Behrens & Brainard 2002: 7-8), and Southern Sinama (Akamine 2005:
382).
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Table 3: Nasal consonant paradigm
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

N- + V-, wN- + b-, pN- + s-, tN- + kN- + d-, jN- + gN- + h-, l-, m-, n-

→
→
→
→
→
→
→

ŋV-, ŋwmnŋŋand-, ŋanjŋaŋgŋah-, ŋal-, ŋam-, ŋan-

(1)

aN- + indam
aN- + mbal
aN- + wakil

→
→
→

angindam
angꞌmbal
angwakil

‘to borrow’
‘to refuse’
‘to act as a representative’

(2)

aN- + bꞌlli
aN- + pikit

→
→

amꞌlli
amikit

‘to buy’
‘to adhere’

(3)

aN- + sohoꞌ

→

anohoꞌ

‘to command’

(4)

aN- + kalang

→

angalang

‘to sing’

(5)

aN- + dāg
aN- + jaga

→
→

angandāg
anganjaga

‘to climb up’
‘to guard’

(6)

aN- + gawgaw →

anganggawgaw ‘to stir’

(7)

aN- + humbu
aN- + linig
aN- + manit
aN- + nanam

angahumbu
angalining
angamanit
angananam

1.10

Pronouns

→
→
→
→

‘to emit smoke’
‘to glisten’
‘to troll for tuna’
‘to sense’

Sinama uses three contrasting sets of personal pronouns. Two sets are
phonologically independent, and one consists of pronominal enclitics.
Set I pronouns are used for the subject of a clause, i.e. the argument which is
selected by the verbal voice morphology (see chapter 3 for more information on subject).
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However, set I pronouns are not used for subjects in every position; this set is used only
when the subject occurs in the second position of the clause. The second position
immediately follows the first constituent in the clause, which is usually either the
predicate, a tense/aspect auxiliary, or an adverbial. Subject pronouns typically fall into
the second position, but a variety of factors can disrupt this ordering. (See section 1.11
for more detail on word order, and 1.11 for TAM auxiliaries).

Table 4: Set I pronouns
SG

DU

1

akū

kitā

2
3

ka
iyā

--sigā

PL
EXCL:

kamī
INCL: kitām
kam
sigām

Example (8) illustrates the use of the set I pronoun akū ‘1SG.I’.
(8)

Amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli)
akū
haronan.
AV-buy
1SG.I ladder
‘I bought a ladder.’ (Kapindahan ni Kahāpan 170)
Set II pronouns are enclitics. They attach to verbs, or to the actor marker (h)eꞌ (in

passive clauses), to express a non-subject actor of a clause (example (9)). They also
attach to nouns to express a genitive (10).
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Table 5: Set II pronouns
SG

DU

PL

=kami
INCL: =tam
2 =nu --=bi
3 =na =sigā =sigām
1 =ku =ta

EXCL:

(9)

Ø-Timan-an=ku
haronan.
UV-discard-TR=1SG.II
ladder
‘I threw away the ladder.’ (Kapindahan ni Kahāpan 177)

(10)

Apa,
maka-aseꞌ~aseꞌ(aN-paka-aseꞌ~aseꞌ)
anak=ku.16
because
AV.POT-pitiful
child=1SG.II
‘Because, my child was in a sad state.’ (Tꞌnggehanta 58)
Set III pronouns look similar to set I. The sets differ only by vowel length, except

in the 2nd person. Set III pronouns are used in all positions not covered by sets I and II:
that is, for non-subjects, including in prepositional phrases e.g. ma aku ‘to me’; and for
subjects not in the second position.17

16

Reduplicated roots and compound forms are represented by a hyphen in the Sinama orthography.
However, in this thesis a tilde is used to avoid confusion with hyphen-marked morpheme boundaries (cf.
Rule 10 of the Leipzig Glossing Rules).
17
The slight difference in vowel length between some of the pronouns in set I and set III can make the
distinction between them difficult to hear in live speech. In Pallesen’s dictionary, length is not marked on
pronouns. This means that the vowel length and pronoun set glosses on examples from the dictionary are a
reflection of my analysis rather than being present in the original data.
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Table 6: Set III pronouns
SG

DU

1

aku

kita

2
3

kaꞌa
iya

--sigā

PL
EXCL:

kami
INCL: kitam
kaꞌam
sigām

In example (11), the subject akū ‘1SG.I’ is in the second position, following bang
‘when’. Thus the pronoun is taken from set I. The undergoer kaꞌa ‘2SG.III’ is not the
subject, and thus is chosen from set III. In example (12), the subject ka ‘2SG.I’ is in the
second position, following the verb, and thus is chosen from set I. The actor =ta ‘1DU.II’
is taken from set II, because it is a non-subject actor.
(11)

Bang
when

akū
1SG.I

amuwanan(aN-buwan-an2)
AV-give-APPL

kaꞌa
2SG.III

subay
ought

aꞌamu,
appropriate

subay apatut.
ought fitting
‘When I give you something it should be appropriate, should be fitting.’ (Pallesen
forthcoming: amu1)
(12)

Ø-Tilaw=ta
ka
bang
ai
bay pahꞌlling=nu
insiniꞌ.18
UV-ask=1DU.II
2SG.I
COMP
what PST speech=2SG.II
earlier
‘I am asking you what it was you said earlier.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: bang2)

1.11

Word order
Sinama is a predicate-initial language, though a variety of considerations can

disrupt this default word order. There are no case-marking particles, so the order of the

18

The actor pronoun =ta ‘1DU.II’ is often used in lieu of =ku ‘1SG.II’ when an undergoer is expressed as a
2nd-person pronoun. There is no difference in meaning from Ø-Tilaw=ku ka; both forms are used in speech,
but the form with =ta is more common and idiomatic.
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nominal constituents is important to determining their functions. Their order depends on
each noun phrase’s semantic role, and on whether it is a pronoun.19
In the unmarked word order, a pronoun direct core argument (DCA) will precede
a non-pronominal DCA. In example (8), the pronoun actor akū ‘1SG.I’ precedes the nonpronominal undergoer haronan ‘ladder’. And in (13), the pronoun undergoer aku ‘1SG.III’
precedes the non-pronominal actor danakanku ‘my sibling’. Because subject and nonsubject are taken from different pronoun sets, there is usually no risk of ambiguity as to
whether a given pronoun is a subject. If the speaker is concerned about ambiguity, the
subject can be disambiguated by fronting (example (14)), 20 or the non-subject can be
disambiguated by placing it in a prepositional phrase (example (15)).
(13)

Amiha(aN-piha) aku
danakan=ku.
AV-search
1SG.III sibling=1SG.II
‘My sibling is looking for me.’ (Pallesen 1973: 94)

(14)

Danakan=ku
amiha(aN-piha)
sibling=1SG.II
AV-search
‘My sibling is looking for me.’

(15)

Amiha(aN-piha) danakan=ku
ma
aku.
AV-search
sibling=1SG.II
for
me
‘My sibling is looking for me.’ (Pallesen 1973: 94)

aku.
1SG.III

If both the actor and the undergoer are pronouns, the actor will come first. In a
UV clause such as example (9), the actor must come first because it is a clitic on the verb.
Likewise in an AV clause (example (16)), the actor precedes the undergoer.

19
20

This section draws heavily on Pallesen 1973.
See section 3.4.4 for a description of subject fronting.
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(16)

Ag-tangis-an2
AV-DISTR-cry-TR

akū
1SG.I

bapaꞌ=ku.
uncle=1SG.II

Angaluran(aN-alud-an2) akū
iya.
AV-cry.loudly-TR
1SG.I
3SG.III
‘I am weeping for my uncle. I cry out loud for him.’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
tangis)
If neither the actor nor the undergoer is a pronoun, the undergoer typically
precedes the actor. In (17) and (18), where there are no pronouns, the actor follows the
undergoer. In (17), the actor subject is indicated by use of the topicalizer ya, which is
often used to disambiguate a subject.21
(17)

Na
amuwan(aN-buwan) palanu ya
kalloꞌ inān.
now AV-give
plan
TOP heron that
‘Then that heron offered a plan.’ (Ambak maka kalloꞌ 21)

(18)

Angindam(aN-indam)
AV-borrow

mital
can

si
PN

Mām
Ma’am

pamusug(paN1-busug)
jambangan.
CV-watering
flower.bed
‘The schoolmistress is borrowing a can for watering the flowers.’ (Pallesen
forthcoming: jambangan)
Oblique arguments and adjuncts usually come at the end of a clause, following the
DCAs, but they are characterized in general by greater freedom of ordering than DCAs.
Example (19) shows an adjunct min Davao ‘from Davao’ in clause-final position.

21

The word ya is also frequently used as a relativizer. Other uses are noted in fns. 41 and 63. More research
is needed to tease out all of the functions of this very common particle.
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(19)

…a-tꞌkka
buwat
dakayuꞌ danakan=kami
min
INTR-arrive
like
one
sibling=1PL.EXCL.II from
‘…one of our siblings arrived from Davao…’ (Tꞌnggehanta 134)

1.12

Tense, aspect and modality auxiliaries

Davao…
D.

Sinama verbs are not inflected for tense. There is limited inflection for aspect and
modality: punctiliar versus distributive aspect, potentive modality, and imperative mood.
These affixes are described in greater detail in section 2.4.3. Most tense, aspect and
modality (TAM) functions are handled via auxiliary particles. Some are listed below.

Table 7: Sinama TAM auxiliary particles
Tense & aspect auxiliaries

Mood/modality & negator auxiliaries

bay

‘PST’

ba/bahāꞌ/kaꞌ

‘Q ’

sōng

‘FUT’

konoꞌ

‘hearsay’

du

‘definitely’

gantaꞌ

‘hypothetical’

waꞌi, (h)ēꞌ
na

22

‘PRF’

22
23

‘now/already’
24

(la)giꞌ

‘still/yet’

hatiꞌ

‘counter to expectation’

paꞌin

‘contemporaneous action’

subay, wajib

‘should, ought’

mbal, halam

‘negator’

daꞌa

‘imperative negator’

The particle waꞌi “indicat[es] that the state or action described has begun and is still relevant or current”
(Pallesen forthcoming: waꞌi). ‘Perfect’ seems a suitable gloss, but only if this does not imply that the state
or action is completed. It might be ongoing; indeed, this seems to be the usual case when waꞌi is used.
When used as an aspectual particle, the pronoun (h)ēꞌ is similar in meaning to the particle waꞌi, but with an
additional implication of remoteness from the speaker.
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The particle na indicates that the action or state identified by the predicate has already begun, without
regard to whether it has been completed. It is usually glossed ‘now’ or ‘already’.
24
The particle (la)giꞌ indicates that an action or state is not yet completed, without regard to whether it has
begun. It is usually glossed ‘still’ or ‘yet’.

2

2.1

VERBAL MORPHOLOGY

Introduction
This chapter describes many of the verbal affixes used in Sinama, with an

emphasis on affixes which are relevant to the investigation of voice. It identifies the three
major voices and their affixes (undergoer voice, actor voice, and passive), as well as the
two minor voices (conveyance voice and location voice). It also describes the causative
and applicative affixes, and shows that they are separable from the voice affixes. It
touches briefly on intransitive affixes, and TAM affixes, to indicate that they too are
separable from the voice morphology.

2.2

Intransitive verb affixes
Sinama has several affixes which attach to intransitive verbs (verbs which have

only a single direct core argument). A great deal could be written regarding these affixes’
interaction with the semantics and argument structure of different verbs. For instance,
there is a degree of correlation between the choice of affix and whether a verb’s single
direct core argument is more actor-like (unergative verbs), or more undergoer-like
(unaccusative verbs). Similarly, verbs of motion can be categorized, up to a point, by
which affix they take. This section does not delve into those details, but merely identifies
the affixes to distinguish them from the transitive affixes listed in section 2.3. For this
reason, most of them are simply glossed INTR ‘intransitive’.
29
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2.2.1

pa1- and -umThe prefix pa1- is applied to a large number of intransitive verbs (over 600 are

listed in Pallesen’s dictionary). The infix -um- is used on a much smaller number of verbs.
About 75% of -um- verbs may also be affixed with pa1-, with no apparent difference in
meaning. These two affixes cover verbs with a large variety of meanings; identifying
patterns is well beyond the scope of this thesis. The list includes a fair number of
unergative verbs, verbs whose single DCA is more actor-like. Verbs of motion make up a
substantial proportion of the verbs which can be affixed with both -um- and pa1-.
In example (20), the first verb has the intransitive prefix pa1-. (On the second verb,
pinapatay ‘be killed’, pa2- is the causative prefix (section 2.4.1)). Example (21) illustrates
the use of -um-.
(20)

Bang kitā
mbal pa1-sōd,
na
p<in>a2-patay
kitā.
if
1DU.I NEG
INTR-enter
then <PASS>CAUS-die
1DU.I
‘If we don't enter, we will be killed.’ (Kapindahan ni Kahāpan 107)

(21)

L<um>ege
giꞌ
akū.
<INTR>lie.down
yet
1SG.I
‘I'll just lie down.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: lege)
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Table 8: Verbs taking only pa1sꞌddop
sīp
angkas
kꞌddom
kꞌllat
kꞌppang
labay

‘set, of a heavenly body’
‘lie on one side’
‘ride pillion’
‘have eyes closed’
‘open by parting, e.g. eyes’
‘lie supine’
‘pass by a location; pass, of time’

Table 9: Verbs taking only -um-25
daleyak/duleyak
dalisuꞌ
dasiyaw, landuꞌan
sukmad
tabeyaꞌ
taluwaꞌ

‘fall backwards’
‘suffer a sprain’
‘become excessive’
‘suffer a blow to the head’
‘be included with’
‘be on target; be struck by misfortune’

Table 10: Verbs taking either -um- or pa1kuppa
dasdas
langi
sagnat
santuk
lꞌngngan
2.2.2

‘jump down’
‘slip, slide’
‘swim’
‘catch on a projection’
‘accidentally strike the head’
‘walk’

aNThe prefix aN- marks actor voice. Section 2.3 describes its use on transitive verbs.

In addition to transitive verbs, aN- is also applied to some unergative verbs
(example (22)). ‘Unergative’ might not be a sufficient characterization in every case; for

25

This is a complete list of verbs limited to -um- in Pallesen’s dictionary of over 13,000 entries. There are
29 verbs listed which can take either -um- or pa1- (Table 10).
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instance, kagkag ‘lose weight’ in example (23), or amatay ‘die’ in (42) do not seem to be
unergative. But there is a strong tendency for aN- to be applied to unergative verbs.
Because an unergative verb has a single, actor-like argument, aN- will be glossed as AV
when it is used on intransitive verbs as well as transitives.
(22)

Hal
kitā
amaklay(aN-baklay) bang
tꞌbba.26
merely 1DU.I
AV-travel.by.foot
when
low.tide
‘When the tide is low we just walk (along the shore).’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
baklay)

(23)

Angagkag(aN-kagkag) sidda
si
Anu,
s<in>aki
tibi.
AV-lose.weight
very
PN
so.and.so <INTR>sick tuberculosis
‘So-and-so is very thin, sick with tuberculosis.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: kagkag)
In some cases, aN- has a derivational function. In examples such as

amusay(aN-busay) ‘paddle a boat’ (<busay ‘paddle’), or amuwaꞌ(aN-buwaꞌ) ‘bear fruit’
(<buwaꞌ ‘fruit’), the prefix derives a verb from a noun root. This does not account for all
intransitive instances of aN-, but it is at least a semi-productive pattern.

2.2.3

aThe prefix a- attaches to a large number of unaccusative verbs, verbs whose

single direct core argument is more undergoer-like, such as atuli ‘sleep’ in example (24).
This includes many verbs of arrival and departure, such as alaꞌan ‘depart’ in
example (25). It also attaches to some transitive verbs, especially emotion and cognition
verbs, such as ataꞌu ‘know’ and alasa ‘love’.

26

The pronoun kitā ‘we (dual)’ occurs in the preverbal position here due to the presence of the particle hal
‘merely’; see section 3.4.3.
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(24)

Bang
when

a-tuli
INTR-sleep

ondeꞌ~ondeꞌ
child

aheka
many

empon=na,
tooth=3SG.II

anageꞌot(aN-tageꞌot) isāb.
AV-grind
also
‘When a child with a lot of teeth sleeps, s/he grinds (them).’ (Pallesen
forthcoming: tageꞌot)
(25)

So, a-laꞌan
sigā
man
lumaꞌ.
so
INTR-depart
3DU.I from house
‘So, the two of them left the house.’ (Kamun! 8)
Table 11: Verbs taking atuli
mangeꞌ
laꞌan
lahi
hꞌlling
taꞌu

‘sleep’
‘urinate’
‘depart’
‘flee’
‘say’
‘know’

In addition to verbs, the prefix a- also frequently attaches to adjectives, e.g. ahāp
‘good’, aꞌawal ‘early’, akatis ‘used up’, and aheka ‘many’ (example (24)). This is a
widespread pattern, though not all adjectives require a- or are able to take it.27

27

It is not clear whether a-marked adjectives form an open class of words in Sinama, or whether they
should instead be considered a subclass of verbs. Himmelmann (2005: 128) notes that “in most western
Austronesian languages putative adjectives have the same kind of syntactic distribution as intransitive
(particularly stative) verbs.” This seems to be true in Sinama. However, also per Himmelmann (ibid.), a
distinction between adjectives and stative verbs might be identifiable based on morphology. For instance, a
cursory survey suggests that the potentive modal prefix maka- (section 2.5.2) cannot be applied to Sinama
adjectives. And it is possible that the superlative phrase min kamemon ‘than all’ applies only to adjectives,
never verbs. However, testing these hypotheses would require a more thorough study than is possible here.
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2.2.4

-inWhile the infix -in- usually marks the passive (section 2.3.2), it can also be used

with some unaccusative verbs ((26) and (27)). Such a use frequently indicates an event,
usually negative, outside the participant’s control.
(26)

S<in>umu
akū
amangan(aN-kakan) saldinas.28
<INTR>fed.up
1SG.I
AV-eat
sardines
‘I am fed up with eating sardines.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: sumu)

(27)

Pa2-puꞌut=ta
na, ilu
kam
t<in>uli.
CAUS-short=1DU.II
now PROX
2PL.I
<INTR>sleep
‘I’ll cut it short, you’re getting sleepy.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: puꞌut)
Like aN- (section 2.2.2), -in- sometimes has a derivational use, e.g. sinꞌmmut

‘afflicted by ants’ (<sꞌmmut ‘ant’), nilahaꞌ ‘menstruating’ (<lahaꞌ ‘blood’).

2.3

Voice affixes
Sinama has five voice affixes. Each affix singles out a particular noun phrase, the

nominative noun phrase, as syntactically significant. Chapter 3 argues that this
significant NP is the subject of the clause, so for simplicity’s sake it is called subject
henceforth. There are three primary voices: undergoer voice, actor voice, and passive.
Each voice’s morphology identifies a specific semantic macrorole (either actor or
undergoer) as subject. In undergoer voice (UV), the undergoer is subject; in actor voice

28

Kakan ‘eat’ is the only suppletive verb of which I am aware in Sinama. The derivation of the AV form
amangan(aN-kakan) is far from clear.
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(AV), the actor is subject; and in passive voice, the undergoer is subject and the actor is
demoted to oblique status.
The other two voices do not identify macroroles as subject. In conveyance voice
(CV), an instrument or displaced theme is subject; in locative voice (LV), a location is
subject. The status of these constructions as voices is not as readily apparent as that of
actor voice, undergoer voice, and passive. They appear mostly in subordinate clauses, for
instance, and they cannot co-occur with the applicative affix. For this reason they are
referred to as ‘minor voices’. Their morphology is described in sections 2.3.4 and 2.3.5,
and their status as voices is discussed in greater detail in section 2.7.

2.3.1

Undergoer voice
Undergoer voice (UV) is indicated by a zero-affixed verb stem. The actor in a UV

clause must be expressed as a set II (enclitic) pronoun on the verb. This actor pronoun is
obligatory: it can never be omitted without creating an ungrammatical clause, except in
an imperative construction (section 2.5.3).29 In example (28), the UV verb identifies as
subject the undergoer daing itu ‘this fish’.
(28)

29

Bay

Ø-bꞌlla=na
PST
UV-cook=3SG.II
‘S/he cooked this fish.’

daing
fish

itu.
this

Sama Bangingih (Gault 1999: 11) and Southern Sinama (Trick 2008: 188-189) have similar restrictions
on the actor in a UV clause: it is obligatory, and must be expressed as an enclitic pronoun.
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2.3.2

Actor voice
The actor voice (AV) affix is aN-. Example (29) demonstrates the use of AV: the

AV verb morphology identifies the actor akū ‘1SG.I’ as the clause’s subject. In
example (30), the subject is the actor disi A ‘A and others’.30
(29)

Amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli) giꞌ
akū
pꞌssi
ni si
Bansan.
AV-buy
yet 1SG.I fishhook to PN
B.
‘I will buy fishhooks from Bansan.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: pꞌssi)

(30)

Bay

angalod(aN-alod) disi
A
batangan
bangkaꞌ=na.
AV-bend
PN.PL
A
outrigger.boom trimaran.canoe=3SG.II
‘A and others bent the outrigger booms of his canoe into shape.’ (Pallesen
forthcoming: alod2)
PST

2.3.3

Passive voice
In addition to UV and AV, Sinama has a passive voice, in which the verb takes

the infix -in-. In a passive clause, as in UV, the undergoer is the subject. The actor is
demoted to an oblique argument marked by a preposition and may be omitted entirely.
Example (31) contains two passive clauses. The undergoer kamī ‘1PL.EXCL.I’ is
the subject in both clauses. In the first clause, the actor mundu ‘bandit’ is expressed as an
oblique, marked by the preposition heꞌ; in the second, the actor is omitted.

30

In the example sentences in Pallesen’s dictionary, most proper names have been replaced by one- or twoletter ciphers, due to privacy considerations.
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(31)

Bang kamī
ni-holdap31
when 1PL.EXCL.I PASS-hold.up

heꞌ
AM

mundu
bandit

s<in>urang-an2
kamī
timbak.
<PASS>point.weapon-APPL 1PL.EXCL.I
gun
‘When we are held up by bandits we have guns pointed at us.’ (Pallesen
forthcoming: surang)
The analysis of -in- as a passive morpheme must be defended. It might be claimed
that -in-affixed clauses are not passive, but a type of marked UV clause.
The -in- construction has been analyzed this way in the past (Pallesen 1973: 104).32
Analyses of the other Sama-Bajaw languages vary in how they deal with
analogous constructions. In those languages in which the actor of a UV clause can be
expressed either as a pronoun or as a full noun phrase, -in- has been analyzed as a passive
affix.33 But in the languages where a UV actor is restricted to pronouns, as in Central
Sinama, -in- has not been analyzed as passive. In Southern Sinama, it has been described
as a marked UV affix (Trick 2008: 189), and in Sama Bangingih it has been called a
modal affix (Gault 1999: 16). But for Central Sinama, the passive analysis is the best
description of the -in-infixed form. Demonstrating this requires a brief discussion of the
characteristics of passives in general, which are then compared to the Sinama case.

31

The prefix ni- is a phonologically-conditioned allomorph of -in-. It is used with words beginning with a
vowel, /l/, /h/, or /n/.
32
Pallesen refers to the (h)eꞌ-marked noun phrase in such a construction as an agent rather than an actor. He
uses a similar description and terminology in describing Proto Sama-Bajaw (1985: 98).
33
West Coast Bajau (Miller 2007: 68), Sama Pangutaran (Walton 1986: 117), and Yakan (Behrens &
Brainerd 2002: 115-116). Behrens & Brainerd describe the Yakan -in- construction as passive when the
actor is omitted, and ergative when the actor is present, thereby apparently seeking a middle ground
between two analyses.
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2.3.3.1 Characteristics of passive constructions
Passive is a valence-decreasing process. It usually derives an intransitive clause
from a transitive, but can sometimes derive a transitive clause from a ditransitive. There
are three features which are characteristic of passive constructions. The first, demotion of
the actor, is a necessary diagnostic feature (Keenan & Dryer 2007, Kroeger 2004: 54-58):
a) Demotion of the actor to oblique or adjunct status (Kroeger 2004: 54).
Two other features are also present in many passives, perhaps most:
b) Special verb morphology, or an auxiliary verb (Kroeger 2004: 58).34
c) Promotion of the patient or undergoer of the active clause to subject status in
the passive (Kroeger 2004: 58).
The Sinama -in-affixed clause has the undergoer as its subject. This satisfies
characteristic c) above, but also gives UV and passive a superficial similarity. Thus, the
distinction between UV and passive hinges on characteristics a) and b). With regard to
characteristic b), it is apparent that -in- itself is a special verb morphology, distinct from
the zero marking of UV. So it is a), the demotion of the actor, to which we must look to
demonstrate the passive status of the -in- form.

34

The vast majority of languages with passives mark the construction with special verb morphology or an
auxiliary. But this might not be a universal requirement: Manggarai [mqy], an Austronesian language of
Indonesia, is said to have a passive construction without any such marking (Arka & Kosmas 2005).
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2.3.3.2 The status of the actor in the -in-affixed clause
The actor in an -in-affixed clause is frequently omitted (example (32)).
(32)

Na
ni-ndaꞌ
na
bayan=kami.
now.then
PASS-see
now
conveyance=1PL.EXCL.II
‘Now then, our boat had been spotted.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 68)
If not omitted, the actor must be marked by the preposition (h)eꞌ (example (33)).35

(33)

Ō,
bay
t<in>auꞌ
eꞌ =sigām
timbak
ma pahapat.
hey PST
<PASS>hide AM=3PL.II
explosive in mangrove
‘Hey, they've hidden dynamite among the mangroves.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan
76)
Moreover, the (h)eꞌ-marked actor is mobile. In example (34) it follows a locative

expression.
(34)

Sagōꞌ kami
p<in>a2-tꞌnnaꞌ
maitu eꞌ
Tuhan.
but
1PL.EXCL.III <PASS>CAUS-reside here
AM God
‘But we have been placed here by God.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 410)
The passive actor can be freely omitted; it is marked by a preposition; and it is

mobile within the clause. Chapter 4 shows that these are characteristic of obliques in
Sinama, and therefore are evidence that the passive actor is demoted. This satisfies the
vital characteristic a) of passive constructions listed in 2.3.3.1 above. Thus,

35

Some Sinama speakers use the preposition ni ‘to, toward’ to mark the passive actor. In most languages, a
passive actor is presented as an instrumental, locative, or genitive (Keenan & Dryer 2007: 343-345); the
use of ni fits the second of these options. (H)eꞌ, on the other hand, is cognate with Indonesian [ind] oleh
‘by’, which is one of a handful of adpositions in languages worldwide which appear limited to passive actor
phrases (ibid.).
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the -in- construction in Sinama is best analyzed as a passive. The passive actor is
considered further in chapter 4, along with the AV undergoer.

2.3.3.3 The use of passive in Sinama discourse
Passive voice appears on the discourse mainline with considerable frequency in
Sinama and some other Sama-Bajaw languages—such frequency that Gault (1999: 16)
refers to the -in- construction in Sama Bangingih as the ‘narrative mode’. This frequency
is perhaps one reason that -in- clauses have not been described as passive in some
analyses of these languages.
A possible factor motivating the frequency of passive voice in Sinama discourse
lies in the restrictions on the actor of a UV clause. A UV actor is obligatory, and it must
be expressed as an enclitic pronoun (section 2.3.1). These seemingly innocuous
requirements turn out to have far-reaching effects on Sinama syntax and discourse. There
is a strong tendency in Sinama for a definite undergoer to be selected as subject, but the
restrictions on UV actor mean that if a speaker wishes to omit the actor, or use a full noun
phrase rather than a pronoun, UV is not available. Passive is often used to work around
this limitation.
Restrictions on UV actor are not sufficient to fully explain passive’s frequency in
Sinama discourse. Passive is often used with a pronoun actor, for instance (example (33)),
which is not motivated by any limitation on UV. And despite the preference for definite
undergoer subjects, AV is a potential alternative to UV when a non-pronominal NP actor
is desired. For instance, example (30) has a non-pronominal NP actor disi A ‘A and
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others.’ The verb is in AV, despite having a definite undergoer batangan bangkaꞌna ‘his
boat’s outrigger booms’. Further research is needed to determine all the factors
influencing voice selection.

2.3.4

Conveyance voice
Conveyance voice (CV) is indicated by the prefix paN1-. ‘Conveyance voice’ is a

term used in descriptions of a number of Austronesian languages. It is used to describe a
voice which can potentially select a range of arguments “including benefactive,
instrumental and objects moving away from the speaker (as in themes of actions such as
‘give’, ‘push’, ‘throw’, etc)” (Kaufman 2009: 3fn.). The specific arguments selected by
conveyance voice will vary for different languages.36
Sinama conveyance voice usually selects an instrument as the subject of a clause,
but it is also used to select the theme of certain 3-place predicates, such as buwan ‘give’,
panduꞌ ‘teach’, haka ‘tell’, and ndeꞌ ‘hand over’. In example (35), the instrument bolaꞌ
‘slat’ is selected as subject by the CV prefix on the verb. Likewise, in (36) the subject is
the instrument lahut ‘machete’, identified by the CV prefix.37

36

Wolff (1973: 79) is often credited with introducing the expression ‘conveyance voice’ to the study of
Austronesian languages. However, in his 1973 article Wolff uses the expression ‘instrumental passive’,
following Bloomfield (1917). He does, however, note that this construction “is typically used in the case of
verbs which refer to an action of conveying, or doing something in a direction away from the agent.”
37
Sentences like (a) and (b) below, while not usual, suggest that it is possible to use pag- as a conveyance
affix as well. Perhaps such a use indicates a distributive aspect (section 2.5.1); more data would be needed
to be sure.
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(35)

Pangalubak(paN1-lubak)=ku eroꞌ
bolaꞌ itu.
CV-beat=1SG.II
dog slat
this
‘I beat a dog/dogs with this slat.’ (Pallesen 1973: 92)

(36)

Mbal

tapanꞌttaꞌ(ta-paN1-tꞌttaꞌ) lahut
itu.
NEG
POT-CV-chop
machete
this
‘This machete can’t be used for chopping (firewood).’ (Pallesen 1973: 119)
Examples (37) to (39) illustrate the use of CV to select the theme of a transfer

verb as subject.
(37)

Bay

pangꞌndeꞌ(paN1-ndeꞌ) kinakan insiniꞌ
giꞌ.
CV-hand.over
food
earlier
still
‘The food was delivered earlier.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: ndeꞌ)
PST

(38)

Saga
PL

tinapay maka
bread
and

ginisan
various

takakan
food

pamalutuꞌ(paN1-palutuꞌ)
sigām.
CV-give.provisions.for.journey
3PL.I
‘Bread and various foods were given them for their journey.’ (Pallesen
forthcoming: palutuꞌ)
(39)

Yuk=na,
said=3SG.II

“Piling,
P.

ai
what

Ø-ta-bowa=nu
i?”
UV-POT-carry=2SG.II PRT

Yuk=ku,38
said=1SG.II

“Inday=ku.
Bay
pamuwan(paN1-buwan) ni milikan.”
don’t.know=1SG.II PST
CV-give
AM westerner
S/he said, “Piling, what are you carrying?” I said, “Beats me. A westerner gave it
(to me).” (Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ 261-263)

(a)

Waꞌi

katam=nu
pag-hinang masjid
ma Sisangat.
plane=2SG.II CV?-make
mosque
at
S.
‘Your plane is off being used to build the mosque at Sisangat.’ (Pallesen 1973: 125)
PRF

(b)

38

Halam

aniyaꞌ

NEG

EX

sīn=ku.
Halam aniyaꞌ
pag-ispital.
money=1SG.II
NEG
EX
CV?-hospital
‘I had no money. There was nothing to pay for the hospital.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 166-167)

The particle i serves a not-yet-clear discourse function.
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2.3.5

Locative voice
Locative voice (LV) identifies a location argument as the subject of the clause.

The LV affix is the suffix -an1. It nearly always occurs in conjunction with an aspectual
prefix pag1- or paN2- (section 2.5.1), e.g. pag1-kakan-an1 ‘dining room’ v.
pamanganan(paN2-kakan-an1) ‘place setting’ (both from kakan ‘eat’). So in example (40),
pagusahaꞌan ‘fishing ground’ refers to a location where the fishermen habitually ply their
trade. But in example (41), pangadjalan(paN2-adjal-an1) ‘place for preparing food’ only
refers to a single event of cleaning squid. Some forms involving -an1, often without
aspectual morphology, have become lexicalized as nouns, e.g. tapahan ‘rack for grilling’
(from tapa ‘to grill’), and letehan ‘elevated walkway’ (from lete ‘cross a walkway’).
(40)

Bang
when

amoleꞌ(aN-poleꞌ)
AV-return.home

disi
PN.PL

Hu
H.

min
from

pag1-usaha-an1,39
DISTR-livelihood-LV

lingantu, kasimayan.
hungry
exhausted
‘When Hu and his companions are heading home from the fishing ground, they
are hungry, exhausted.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: kasimayan)
(41)

Bay

pangadjalan(paN2-adjal-an1)=ku
kanuꞌus.
PUNCT-prepare.food-LV=1SG.II
squid
‘The place where I cleaned squid.’ (Pallesen 1973: 126)
PST

It is not obvious that conveyance voice and locative voice are true voices rather
than nominalizers. Evidence for their voice status is examined in section 2.7.

39

min pagusahaꞌan: Section 2.7.1.3 discusses the use of prepositions with -an1-marked forms as evidence
for analyzing -an1 as a nominalizer.
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2.4

Valence-increasing affixes
Sinama has three valence-increasing affixes: the causative prefix pa2-, the

applicative suffix -an2, and the adversative circumfix ka- -an. A valence-increasing affix
adds an argument to a verb's argument structure, deriving a new verb stem with a higher
valence. Thus, when a valence-increasing affix is applied to an intransitive clause, it
creates a transitive clause; applied to a transitive clause, it creates a ditransitive clause.

2.4.1

Causative pa2A causative construction adds a new actor, the causer, to a verb's argument

structure. When the verb is intransitive, the addition of the new actor derives a transitive
stem. The original subject of the intransitive verb is the undergoer of the derived
transitive verb. The causative is signaled in Sinama by the prefix pa2-. Many intransitive
verbs are affixed by pa1- ‘INTR’, which of course causes confusion when trying to isolate
the use of pa2- ‘CAUS’. Therefore we will choose examples of intransitive verbs which are
usually affixed by aN- ‘AV’.
Example (42) is an intransitive clause with the verb patay ‘to die’. When the
causative prefix is added in example (43), it becomes a transitive verb papatay ‘to kill’.
The subject mmaꞌ ‘father’ of (42) is the undergoer of (43), which is again selected as
subject by the passive affixation in the transitive clause. The new actor/causer mundu
‘bandit’ is demoted under passive.
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(42)

Waꞌi

amatay(aN-patay)
AV-die
‘My father has died.’
PRF

(43)

mmaꞌ=ku.
father=1SG.II

Bay

p<in>a2-patay
mmaꞌ=ku
eꞌ
PST
<PASS>CAUS-die father=1SG.II AM
‘My father was killed by a bandit.’

mundu.
bandit

Of course, patay ‘die’ is an unaccusative verb, so mmaꞌ ‘father’ was already much
like an undergoer before the causative prefix was added. However, the subject of an
unergative verb like bukal ‘bubble, boil’ also becomes an undergoer when the causative
prefix is added (examples (44) and (45)).
(44)

Ø-Ndaꞌ-un
boheꞌ, kalu
amukal(aN-bukal) na.40
UV-look-IMP
water perhaps AV-bubble
now
‘Look at the water, it may be boiling already.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: bukal)

(45)

Ø-Pa2-bukal-un
lagiꞌ boheꞌ.
UV-CAUS-bubble-IMP
still water
‘Let the water boil a bit.’ (modified from Pallesen forthcoming: pabukal)
A causative construction involving a transitive verb is most often periphrastic,

involving a control verb such as sohoꞌ ‘command’ or bowa ‘influence, compel’. However,
pa2- is sometimes attached to transitive verbs, deriving a ditransitive stem. When the verb
kilā ‘recognize’ is affixed with pa2-, it becomes pakilā ‘introduce’ ((46) and (47)).
(46)

Bang kitā
when 1DU.INCL.I

mbal
NEG

ta-kilā
heꞌ
PASS.POT-recognize AM

aꞌa
person

ma
lahat
inān, ainu~inu
sigā.
at
place
that
surprised
3DU.I
‘When we are not recognized by the people of that place, they wonder (who we
are).’ (modified from Pallesen forthcoming: inu-inu)

40

The imperative mood is described in section 2.5.3.
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(47)

Ya41 na
dꞌnda
bay
Ø-pa2-kilā=ku
ma
kaꞌam.
that
now woman
PST
UV-CAUS-recognize=1SG.II
to
2PL.III
‘That is the woman I introduced to you.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: pakilā)

2.4.2

Applicative -an2
“Applicative constructions are a means some languages have for structuring

clauses which allow the coding of a thematically peripheral argument or adjunct as a
core-object argument. Such constructions are signalled by overt morphology” (Peterson
2007: 1). In Sinama it is helpful to think in terms of actor and undergoer, rather than
core-object. So for present purposes, an applicative construction is one in which a new
undergoer is created in the clause core, displacing any default undergoer which had
previously been present (following Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 337). In some cases, this
means adding a previously absent argument; in others it involves promoting an oblique
argument or adjunct to DCA status.
Creating an undergoer in Sinama is a separate process to selecting a subject.
Applicative creates an undergoer in the clause core, but the subject of that clause is
selected by the voice morphology. The applicative can co-occur with the different major
voice affixes, and an applicative undergoer is eligible to be selected as subject by UV or
passive, just as any other undergoer is.
Sinama has one applicative affix, the suffix -an2. This suffix has the potential to
create a new undergoer by choosing a beneficiary, recipient, goal, addressee, or stimulus
41

Among its many other uses, the particle ya seems to be capable of a demonstrative use, especially in the
expression ya na, or when used in conjunction with another demonstrative, e.g. ya (na) hēꞌ.
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as the undergoer in a clause. Some verbs also require -an2 be used in certain situations
where no undergoer is actually being promoted.

2.4.2.1 Adding a beneficiary
Ordinarily, a beneficiary is expressed as an adjunct marked by the preposition ma.
In example (48), the undergoer is the theme ondeꞌ ‘child’, and the beneficiary is
expressed as the prepositional phrase ma aku ‘for me’.
(48)

Ø-Babaꞌ-un
giꞌ
ondeꞌ ilū
ma aku
ni nāsuri.
UV-carry.on.back-IMP yet
child that
for 1SG.III
to nursery
‘Just carry that child on your back for me to the nursery.’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
babaꞌ)
With the use of -an2, a beneficiary can become the undergoer of a clause, thereby

joining the DCAs. Example (49) contains the transitive verb bꞌlla ‘cook’, with the patient
buwas itu ‘this rice’ as the undergoer. In (50), -an2 adds a beneficiary undergoer to the
clause, ka ‘2SG.I’. It is clear that ka is now the undergoer, because it is selected as subject
by the UV affix (ka is a set I pronoun, and therefore subject).
(49)

Ø-Bꞌlla=ku
na
buwas
itu.
UV-cook=1SG.II
now rice
this
‘I am cooking this rice.’ (Pallesen 1973: 113)

(50)

Ø-Bꞌlla-han2=ta
ka
buwas
itu.42
UV-cook-APPL=1DU.II 2SG.I
rice
this
‘I will cook you this rice.’ (Pallesen 1973: 113)

42

-han is a phonologically-conditioned allomorph of -an. See footnote 18 for this use of =ta ‘1DU.II’.
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Likewise, in example (51) the beneficiary akū ‘1SG.I’ is the undergoer because it
is the passive subject, as evidenced by its presence in the pre-predicate 2nd position (see
section 3.4.3). An attempt to select the theme paraw ‘outrigger boat’ as subject by
moving it into the 2nd position fails in example (52).
(51)

Mbal

akū
magtūy
b<in>ꞌlli-han2
paraw.
NEG
1SG.I immediately <PASS>buy-APPL outrigger.boat
‘I will not be purchased a paraw boat immediately.’ (modified from Pallesen
forthcoming: togol)

(52)

*Mbal

paraw
magtūy
b<in>ꞌlli-han2
aku.
NEG
outrigger.boat immediately
<PASS>buy-APPL 1SG.III
for: ‘A paraw boat will not immediately be purchased (for) me.’

2.4.2.2 Promoting a recipient, goal, or addressee
Certain 3-place verbs, typically transfer or communication verbs, ordinarily
express a recipient, goal, or addressee as an oblique argument. The addition of -an2 to the
verb promotes the oblique to DCA status. This applied argument, like the applied
beneficiaries described in the previous section, is the undergoer of the clause, and thus
can be selected as the subject by UV and passive. The previous undergoer, often a theme,
becomes a secondary object. In example (53), the theme badjuꞌ ‘shirt’ is the undergoer of
the clause, and the recipient is an oblique. In (54), however, the undergoer is now the
applied recipient bagayku ‘my friend’, and the theme badjuꞌ is a secondary object. The
same pattern holds in (55), a UV clause: the undergoer is the applied recipient kamī
‘1PL.EXCL.I’, and the theme kaldero ‘cooking pot’ is a secondary object.
(53)

Amuwan(aN-buwan) akū
badjuꞌ
AV-give
1SG.I shirt
‘I will give a shirt to my friend.’

ma
to

bagay=ku.
friend=1SG.II
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(54)

Amuwanan(aN-buwan-an2) akū
bagay=ku
AV-give-APPL
1SG.I friend=1SG.II
‘I will give my friend a shirt.’

badjuꞌ.
shirt

(55)

B<in>uwan-an2
kamī
kaldero.
<PASS>give-APPL 1PL.EXCL.I pot
‘We were given a cooking pot.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 386)

2.4.2.3 Promoting a stimulus
A handful of intransitive emotion verbs which take an experiencer as their actor
use -an2 to add a stimulus undergoer to the clause core. Otherwise, the stimulus is
expressed as an oblique. Example (56), without the applicative, shows the stimulus as an
oblique ma anak si Jo ‘with the son of Jo’; in (57) the presence of the applicative suffix
means that the stimulus kaꞌa ‘2SG.III’ is a DCA.
(56)

Amayaꞌ~mayaꞌ(aN-bayaꞌ~bayaꞌ) iyā
ma
anak si
Jo.
AV-be.in.love
3SG.I
with child PN
J.
‘She is in love with the son of Jo.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: bayaꞌ-bayaꞌ)

(57)

A-bayaꞌ-an2
akū
kaꞌa.43
AV-want-APPL 1SG.I 2SG.III
‘I want you for my own.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: bayaꞌ)
For the stimulus to be selected as subject, the applicative must be present so that

the stimulus will be a DCA. Then UV or passive selects the applied undergoer as subject
of the clause (example (58)).44

43

The difference in meaning of the verb stems in these examples, bayaꞌ-bayaꞌ ‘be in love’ v. bayaꞌ ‘want’ is
a function of the reduplication of the root, not the voice or applicative affixation.
44
For the emotion verbs described in this section, both UV and passive are indicated with the potentive
prefix ka- (see section 2.5.2).
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(58)

Na,
now

boꞌ
then

angalinig(aN-linig)
AV-gleam

pantalun
trousers

ēꞌ,
that

na,
k<in>a-bayaꞌ-an2
kitā
eꞌ
budjang!
now <PASS>POT-want-APPL 1DU.INCL.I AM unmarried.woman
‘Then those trousers gleam, and then the girls desire us!’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
bayaꞌ)
2.4.2.4 Non-applicative use of -an2
A large number of Sinama verbs require suffixation with -an2 whenever a definite
undergoer is present in the clause core. The suffix must be used regardless of the verb’s
voice. There is no valence increase in this case, so the affix is not functioning as an
applicative. 45 The verbs that require such a use of -an2 are semantically diverse. For
example, bangkat ‘stack’, bba ‘release, leave behind’, koseꞌ ‘wash’, dagang ‘peddle’, and
daplos ‘whip’ all require the non-applicative use of -an2 described here.
In example (59), the verb dakdak ‘wash clothes’ refers to a generic action, with no
explicit undergoer in the clause. In (60), although there is an undergoer present, it is not
definite, and -an2 is not used. Example (61) shows a sentence in which there is a definite
undergoer, and -an2 is obligatory. Miller (2007: 293) suggests that the corresponding
suffix in West Coast Bajau could be viewed as a marker of transitivity.46 This seems a
satisfactory description, so non-applicative -an2 is glossed as TR ‘transitive’.

45

It is not unusual cross-linguistically for an applicative affix to have an additional, non-valence-increasing
role in a language’s syntax (Baker 1988: 255-256).
46
Transitivity in a semantic sense. Hopper & Thompson (1980) describe a transitivity continuum, on which
clauses with highly individuated objects (such as definite undergoers in Sinama) are more transitive than
those with generic, abstract or non-referential objects. This should not be confused with syntactic
transitivity, which is discussed in chapter 4.
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(59)

Aku
na
angandakdak(aN-dakdak).
1SG.III now AV-wash.clothes
‘I'll be the one to do the laundry.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: dakdak)

(60)

Angandakdak(aN-dakdak)
AV-wash.clothes
‘S/he is washing clothes.’

(61)

Aku
na
angandakdakan(aN-dakdak-an2) badjuꞌ
1SG.III now AV-wash.clothes-TR
shirt
‘I'll be the one to wash that shirt.’

iyā
sꞌmmek.
3SG.I clothing
ilu.
that

2.4.2.5 Undergoer selection in a ditransitive clause
As described in sections 2.4.2.1 - 2.4.2.3, an applied argument is the undergoer of
its clause, and can be selected as subject by UV or passive voice. Examples (63) and (64)
are ditransitive clauses (example (62) shows the equivalent monotransitive AV clause,
with the goal, Kesiya, marked with a preposition). When a negator is added to a sentence,
as in example (65), the subject moves into the preverbal 2nd position. This position is
reserved for the subject (see section 3.4.3). The goal, Kesiya, can be the subject in (65).
But an attempt to select the patient, saga kalangan ‘songs’, as subject fails in (66).47 This
is further evidence that the applied argument is the undergoer of the clause.
(62)

(63)

47

Amanduꞌ(aN-panduꞌ) akū
saga kalangan
AV-teach
1SG.I PL
song
‘I teach songs to Kesiya.’
Amanduꞌan(aN-panduꞌ-an2)
AV-teach-APPL
‘I teach Kesiya songs.’

akū
si
1SG.I PN

ma
to

Kesiya
K.

Miller (2007: 395) describes a similar pattern in West Coast Bajau.

si
PN

saga
PL

Kesiya.
K.
kalangan.
song
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(64)

(65)

(66)

Ø-Panduꞌ-an2=ku
si
Kesiya
UV-teach-APPL=1SG.II
PN
K.
‘I teach/taught Kesiya songs.’
Halam

saga
PL

kalangan.
song

na
si
Kesiya
Ø-panduꞌ-an2=ku
NEG
now PN K.
UV-teach-APPL=1SG.II
‘I no longer teach Kesiya songs.’
*Halam
NEG

na
now

saga
PL

kalangan
song

saga

kalangan.
song

PL

Ø-panduꞌ-an2=ku
UV-teach-APPL=1SG.II

si
PN

Kesiya.
K.

Similarly, only the applied beneficiary ka ‘2SG.I’ in example (50) can be the
subject, never the patient buwas ‘rice’. Sinama thus does not follow the pattern described
by Donohue (1996) for Indonesian Bajau, 48 which he calls a “true double accusative
language.” Donohue states that Indonesian Bajau does not distinguish between the two
non-actor DCAs of a ditransitive clause; either argument may be selected as subject by
UV or passive voice. But Sinama does distinguish between the two arguments,
consistently identifying the more recipient-like argument (e.g. an applied argument) as
the undergoer.

2.4.3

Adversative ka- -an
An adversative construction indicates an event, usually negative, which occurs to

a participant apart from the participant’s control. In Sinama, the adversative affix is the
circumfix ka-…-an. Adversative adds a new undergoer, the participant who is affected.
Therefore it is a valence-increasing process.

48

Donohue conflates several (unspecified) Sama-Bajaw languages under the label “Bajau,” but it is clear
from his description that he is dealing with Indonesian Bajau.
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Meteorological verbs like ulan ‘rain’ in (67) are zero-transitive: they do not
require a subject. In example (68) the undergoer aku ‘1SG.I’ is added, creating an
intransitive clause. The undergoer is selected as subject by the adversative affixation.
(67)

Angulan(aN-ulan).
AV-rain
‘(It is) raining.’

(68)

Ka-ulan-an
ADVRS-rain-ADVRS
‘I was rained on.’

akū.
1SG.I

Example (69) shows an intransitive clause. An undergoer is added in (70). But
here, the original subject has been demoted to oblique because it is preceded by the
passive actor marker eꞌ. So example (70) has two semantic arguments, but is still
syntactically intransitive.
(69)

A-mangeꞌ
ondeꞌ=ku.
INTR-urinate child=1SG.II
‘My child peed.’

(70)

Ka-mangeꞌ-an
akū
ADVRS-urinate-ADVRS
1SG.I
‘I was peed on by a child.’

eꞌ
AM

ondeꞌ~ondeꞌ.
child

In examples (71) and (72), an intransitive clause becomes transitive (both
semantically and syntactically) by the addition of a new undergoer, the bereaved
individual. Again, the new undergoer is selected as subject by the adversative inflection.
(71)

A-hūg
bola
INTR-fall
ball
‘This ball fell.’

itu.
this
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(72)

Ka-hūg-an
iyā
ADVRS-fall-ADVRS
3SG.I
‘A ball fell on him/her.’

2.5

Aspect and modality affixes

bola.
ball

Sinama verbal morphology is much more complex than is presented in this
chapter. Each voice can be expressed by several different affixes, indicating additional
features such as aspect, modality or intentionality. Most issues of tense, aspect and
modality (TAM) are not handled in Sinama by verb morphology. Rather, they are
primarily expressed via particles such as bay ‘PAST’, konoꞌ ‘HEARSAY’ and na
‘now/already’, and via adverbials such as salung ‘tomorrow’ and agtūy ‘immediately’
(section 1.11). Sinama TAM is a fascinating study in its own right, but is not explored in
detail here. However, it is necessary to identify what TAM verbal affixes there are, in
order to establish that they are separable from voice morphology.

2.5.1

Punctiliar and distributive
Punctiliar aspect in Sinama is indicated by the prefix paN2-, and distributive

aspect by the prefix pag1- (Pallesen 1973: 120). 49 Distributive can cover a range of
aspectual functions depending on the verb and the pragmatic context, including habitual
action, distributive, and frequentative. Both punctiliar and distributive aspect can co-

49

‘Aspect’ might not be the best term to describe these prefixes. Their addition to a root often causes a
change in meaning, so they might be derivational rather than inflectional affixes. In truth, a good deal of
further study is needed to completely understand them. The prefix pag- is particularly slippery in Sinama
syntax. Some uses are clearly derivational, others not. Some can co-occur with -in-, some not. The different
uses overlap, but not completely.
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occur with any of the Sinama voices, with the exception of CV. However, the punctiliar
prefix paN2- occurs far less frequently than pag1-, except as part of LV marking. Verbs
without either prefix are presumably unmarked for aspect, though in actual practice such
verbs are typically interpreted as punctiliar. The examples in sections 2.2 - 2.4 are all
unmarked for aspect. When the AV nasal prefix is applied to one of the aspectual prefixes,
aN- + pag1- becomes mag-, and aN- + paN2- becomes maN-.50 Distributive aspect is
shown in conjunction with AV in (73), and with passive in (74) and (75). Example (76)
shows punctiliar aspect in an AV clause.
(73)

Maghinang(aN-pag1-hinang) abay
min
AV-DISTR-do
period.after from

daiꞌ~llaw
daybreak

sampay pa1-sꞌddop mata~llaw.
until
INTR-set
sun
‘(They) worked from after daybreak until the sun set.’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
abay)
(74)

P<in>ag2-sohoꞌ
<PASS>DISTR-command
saga

AM

PL

angahinang(aN-hinang)
AV-make

tupara
goggles

bangsa=kami
Kasamahan.
ethnic.group=1PL.EXCL.II
Sama
‘He was (often) told to make goggles by our fellow Sama.’ (Tupara kayu
amulawan 2)
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heꞌ

iyā
3SG.I

The relation, if any, between AV aN- and punctiliar paN2- is not clear. In most other Sama-Bajaw
languages, the nasal AV prefix lacks an initial vowel, i.e. N-. If aN- is merely the Central Sinama reflex of
this nasal prefix, it is not apparent why the vowel is dropped when AV is combined with the aspectual
prefixes. On the other hand, if aN- is instead derived from paN2- (i.e. an elided form of N- + paN2- > maN-,
comparable to the form ag- which alternates with mag- in some Sinama dialects), it would mean that AV
forms are invariably marked for aspect. This thesis treats aN- as a simple nasal prefix, not derived from
paN2-; but the question is not settled.
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(75)

Bay

iyā
ni
tabuꞌ,
aheka na
p<in>ag2-bowa~bowa.
3SG.I to
market many now <PASS>DISTR-carry
'She went to the market, now is carrying lots (of things).’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
bowa)
PST

(76)

Sai
bay
mamꞌlli(aN-paN-bꞌlli)51 sayul
who PST
AV-PUNCT-buy
vegetable
‘Who’s the one who bought these vegetables?’

2.5.2

Potentive Modality

itu?
this

Potentive modality indicates “events which involve an agent [actor] but one who
is not in full control of the action” (Himmelmann 2005: 166). Depending on the context,
potentive modality in Sinama can cover situations including circumstance, happenstance,
or ability. Potentive modality is expressed by prefixes. Unlike the aspectual prefixes, the
potentive prefixes vary depending on the verb's voice. On AV verbs the potentive prefix
is paka-, which becomes maka- when the AV prefix aN- is added (example (77)).
(77)

Pikilan
thought

Buntal
puffer

ē',
that

“Buwattingga akū
how
1SG.I

makabāk(aN-paka-bāk)
AV-POT-find

si

Kulamperaꞌ?”
PN
flounder
‘The puffer fish thought, “How will I ever find Flounder?”’ (Buntal maka
Kulamperaꞌ 55)
In non-AV voices, the potentive prefix is ta- or ka-. 52 When potentive
morphology co-occurs with passive voice, the -in- passive infix is usually dropped.53 In
that case, the difference between UV and passive is clear from the presence or absence of

51

There are very few verb roots which require paN2- or maN-. However, the use of maN-X is common in
the Sinama Dilaut dialect to mean ‘the one who did X’.
52
The choice of ta- vs. ka- for non-AV potentive modality seems to be a matter of dialect and/or idiolect.
53
Usually; but cp. kinabayaꞌan ‘to be wanted’ in example (58).
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the clitic pronoun actor. If the clitic pronoun is present on the verb, the verb is in UV. On
the other hand, if the actor is omitted or marked with (h)eꞌ or ni, the verb is in passive
voice. In example (78), the first potentive verb is in UV, and the second is passive.
(78)

Ø-Ta-ndaꞌ=nu,
UV-POT-see=2SG.II

bang
when

aku
1SG.III

i
PRT

anullik(aN-tullik)
AV-hide.and.seek

ka,54
2SG.I

ta-bāk
ka.
PASS.POT-find 2SG.I
‘You see, when I look for you, you’re found.’ (Buntal maka Kulamperaꞌ 66)
2.5.3

Imperative Mood
Of the traditional grammatical moods, only the imperative is explicitly marked in

Sinama morphology, and then only in conjunction with UV. Imperative mood in
intransitive clauses and AV transitive clauses is identical to the indicative, the difference
being evident only from context and intonation (examples (79) to (81)).
(79)

Pa1-kuppa
na
ka
INTR-jump.down
now
2SG.I
‘Jump down from there now.’

(80)

Otoꞌ,
angāꞌ(aN-āꞌ)
ka
kamun,
eldest.son AV-get
2SG.I
mantis.shrimp
‘Son, catch some mantis shrimp, okay?’ (Kamun! 12)

(81)

Ahoꞌ, amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli)
ka
haronan.
yes
AV-buy
2SG.I
ladder
‘Yes, buy a ladder.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 173)
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minnilu.
from.there
ā?
okay

Under my understanding of Sinama pronouns, this non-subject undergoer ought to be the set III pronoun
kaꞌa, not the set I pronoun ka, as set I is reserved for second-position subjects. Perhaps the speaker was
speaking quickly and elided the distinction, or perhaps he simply misspoke. It is also possible, of course,
that I don’t fully understand the pronoun system.
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In UV the imperative mood is indicated by the suffix -un. When -un co-occurs
with -an2, the expected combination *-anun is replaced by -in (example (82)). When the
actor of a UV imperative clause is singular, it is omitted. This is the only instance in
which the actor of a UV clause is omitted. When the actor is plural, the normal 2PL.II
enclitic pronoun =bi is used, as in (83).
(82)

Ø-Balut-in
kayawan
ilu.
UV-hold.on-TR.IMP
bamboo
that
‘Hold on to that bamboo.’ (Tꞌnggehanta 21)

(83)

Ø-Sꞌnsong-un=bi
lowang pelang
ilū,
ilu
na
alꞌssuꞌ.
UV-plug-IMP=2PL.II
hole
canoe
that
PROX now
leaky
‘Caulk the holes of the canoe there, it’ll leak.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: sꞌnsong)

2.6

Gerund pag2- and paN3The prefixes pag- and paN-, in the absence of voice marking, derive a form

pag2-X or paN3-X meaning something like ‘the occasion of X-ing.’ This usage is glossed
here as a gerund. Gerunds are most frequently found in introductory temporal clauses;
paN3- gerunds are rather infrequent. Examples (84) through (87) illustrate gerunds.55
(84)

Atꞌggol
na
pag2-palaꞌu=kami.
long.time
already
GER-live.on.boat=1PL.EXCL.II
‘We lived on a boat for a long time.’ (lit. ‘Our living on a boat was long.’)
(Kapindahan ni kahāpan 17)

55

The potentive prefix paka- can occasionally occur without voice marking, in which case it too seems to
have a gerund-like meaning.
Ya

du
bay
paka-ndaꞌ=ku,
bay ma dilaut.
surely PST
GER.POT?-see=1SG.II
PST
at seaward.direction
‘The last time I saw (him), was out at sea.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: paka--)
TOP
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(85)

Na,
pag2-hūg
i,
amatay(aN-patay) sigā
hēꞌ.
now.then
GER-fall
PRT
AV-die
3DU.I that
‘Now then, upon falling, the two of them died.’ (Si Buta maka si Pungkul 66)

(86)

Daꞌa
NEG

ka
ameyaꞌ(aN-beyaꞌ)
2SG.I AV-accompany

ma
at

pag2-usaha
itu,
GER-livelihood this

bulsit
ka,
alaꞌat
sukud=nu.
jinxed 2SG.I bad
luck=2SG.II
‘Don’t get involved in this business, you’re jinxed, your luck is bad.’ (Pallesen
forthcoming: bulsit)
(87)

Sumiyan bay
pamonoꞌ(paN3-bonoꞌ)=na?
when
PST
GER-kill=3SG.II
‘When did he kill (someone)?’ (Pallesen 1973: 92)

2.7

The status of paN1- and -an1
It is not immediately apparent that paN1- (CV) and -an1 (LV) are voice affixes

rather than nominalizers. The lack of a copula in Sinama means that there are few
syntactic features distinguishing verbal from non-verbal predicates. Moreover, Sinama
verbs in general can often be used in a nominal fashion, as headless relative clauses. For
instance, example (35), repeated below as (88), could be construed either as ‘I beat dogs
with this slat,’ or ‘This slat is my dog beater’. The presence of the enclitic pronoun =ku
‘1SG.II’ is of no help: although it could indicate a non-AV actor, i.e. ‘I beat’, it could
equally serve a genitive function, i.e. ‘my beater’. Likewise, laiꞌ bay pamanganannu in
example (89) could be read either as ‘the dish you ate from,’ or ‘the dish which was your
eating-place’.
(88)

Pangalubak(paN1-lubak)=ku eroꞌ bolaꞌ itu.
CV-beat=1SG.II
dog slat
this
‘I beat dogs with this slat.’
or ‘This slat is my dog beater.’ (Pallesen 1973: 92)
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(89)

Ø-Koseꞌ-an2=ta
kaꞌa
laiꞌ bay pamanganan(paN2-kakan-an1)=nu.
UV-wash-TR=1DU.II
2SG.III dish PST PUNCT-eat-LV=2SG.II
‘I’ll wash the dish you ate from for you.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: koseꞌ)
Moreover, even if these affixes are verbal in nature, rather than nominalizers, it

could be that they are not voice affixes. Perhaps they are applicatives like -an2, adding an
undergoer to the clause. This section offers tentative arguments for analyzing
paN1- and -an1 as voice affixes.

2.7.1

Verbal or nominal?
To begin with, we must investigate whether paN1- and -an1 are verbal affixes or

nominalizers. If there is evidence that they are verbal, we can then ask whether they are
voice affixes or applicatives.

2.7.1.1 Co-occurrence with modal affixes
One piece of evidence that paN1- and -an1 are not nominalizers occurs in
example (36), repeated here as (90). In this example, the form ta-paN1-tꞌttaꞌ ‘can be used
to chop’ includes a paN1- form prefixed with the modal prefix ta- ‘POT’. The same modal
prefix is used with an -an1 form in example (91). Modal affixation is characteristic of
verbs rather than nouns (Schachter & Shopen 2007: 9-10), so this is an indication that
paN1- and -an1 do not derive nouns.
(90)

Mbal

tapanꞌttaꞌ(ta-paN1-tꞌttaꞌ) lahut
itu.
POT-CV-chop
machete this
‘This machete can’t be used for chopping (firewood).’ (Pallesen 1973: 119)
NEG
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(91)

Waꞌi
PRF

alꞌssuꞌ
cracked

kaldero,
cooking.pot

mbal

na
tapamꞌllahan(ta-paN2-bꞌlla-han1) daing.
now POT-PUNCT-cook-LV
fish
‘The pot has cracked, it can no longer be used for boiling fish’ (lit.
place-for-boiling fish). (Pallesen forthcoming: kaldero)
NEG

2.7.1.2 Co-occurrence with imperative affix
Another argument against describing paN1- as a nominalizer is that it can cooccur with the imperative suffix (example (92)).
(92)

Laring itu, pangehetun(paN1-kehet-un) mangga.
knife
this CV-cut.up-IMP
mango
‘This knife, use it to cut up a mango.’
Nouns can sometimes co-occur with the imperative suffix as well, but they show a

different pattern. In (93), when the imperative suffix is added to badjuꞌ ‘shirt’, it derives a
verb meaning ‘put a shirt on’.
(93)

Ø-Badjuꞌ-in ondeꞌ itu.56
UV-shirt-IMP child this
‘Put a shirt on this child.’
This construction cannot mean ‘use as a shirt’.

(94)

*Ø-Badjuꞌ-in
hōs
itu.
UV-shirt-IMP
sarong this
for: ‘Use this sarong as a shirt.’
To derive the meaning ‘use as a shirt’, the causative prefix pa2- must be included.

56

It is not clear why the Sama respondent used the suffix -in instead of -un for the imperative in this
example. Ordinarily -in indicates the presence of an underlying applicative suffix -an2. But this does not
seem to be the case here, so -in is merely glossed IMP rather than APPL.IMP.
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(95)

Ø-Pa2-badjuꞌ-in
hōs
UV-CAUS-shirt-IMP
sarong
‘Use this sarong as a shirt.’

itu.
this

This pattern pa2-X ‘use as X’ holds for other nouns as well.
(96)

Ø-Hampe-un
kalton itu.
UV-lining-IMP
box
this
‘Put a ground cover under this box.’

(97)

Ø-Pa2-hampe-un
kalton itu.
UV-CAUS-lining-IMP
box
this
‘Use this box as a ground cover.’
Forms prefixed with paN1-, however, cannot be prefixed with pa2-. Example (92),

for instance, becomes ungrammatical if this is attempted (98). So whereas nouns require
the pa2- prefix along with the imperative suffix to form a verb meaning ‘use as X’,
paN1-affixed forms take the imperative alone to mean ‘use to X with’. Thus they follow a
different pattern than nouns when the imperative suffix is added.
(98)

*Laring itu, papangehetun(pa2-paN1-kehet-un)
knife
this CAUS-CV-cut.up-IMP
for: ‘This knife, use it to cut up a mango.’

mangga.
mango

2.7.1.3 Co-occurrence with past tense particle bay
Both paN1- and -an1 are often used in conjunction with the past tense particle bay
(examples (37), (89), (99), and (100)). This provides some additional evidence for the
verbal status of these forms, because bay is far more common with verbal predicates than
with nominal predicates.
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(99)

Sīn,
limangibu bay
pamuwan(paN1-buwan) aku.
money 5,000
PST
CV-give
1SG.III
‘Money, five-thousand (pesos) was given me.’ (Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ 294)

(100)

Saga

tolda
ilū bay pag1-lumaꞌ-an1=sigā.
PL
canvas that PST DISTR-live.in.house-LV=3DU.II
‘That canvas (tent) was their house.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: tolda)
Bay is used very frequently with verbs (example (101)) and adjectives (102). It is

also often used with introductory temporal clauses (103), locative prepositional
phrases (104), and existential clauses (105). When bay is used with nouns, it is usually in
these latter three constructions: dahuwan ‘beginning’ in (103), Davao ‘Davao City’
in (104), and habay-habayku ‘my (magic) charms’ in (105).
(101)

Bay

akū
t<in>abang-an2
eꞌ=na.
1SG.I
<PASS>help-TR
AM=3SG.II
‘I was helped by him.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 255)
PST

(102)

Baran=nu
bay
alꞌmmok,
pa1-koskos.
body=1SG.II
PST
fat
INTR-lose.weight
‘Your body was fat, now (it has become) thin.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: koskos)

(103)

Bay

(104)

A-tꞌkka
si
Pilisa bay
min
Davao.
INTR-arrive PN
P.
PST
from D.
‘Pilisa arrived from Davao.’ (Tꞌnggehanta 86)

(105)

Aniyaꞌ ilmuꞌ=ku,
maka
aniyaꞌ bay habay~habay=ku.
EX
supernatural.power=1SG.II and
EX
PST
charm=1SG.II
‘I had magical powers, and I had charms.’ (Tꞌngngehanta 34)

dahuwan
ēꞌ,
aheka
animbak(aN-timbak).
PST
beginning
that
many
AV-dynamite
‘In those early days, many fished with dynamite.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 24)

It is unusual (though not impossible) for the past tense particle to apply directly to
a nominal predicate. One example is shown in (106). This sentence is somewhat
anomalous, because bay appears at the end rather than in its expected location before the
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predicate. 57 The corpus simply contained very few examples of bay occurring with a
nominal predicate, so there weren’t many options to choose from. The relative
infrequency of such constructions, combined with the very common use of bay with
paN1- and -an1, suggests that paN1- and -an1 are best analyzed as verbal forms.
(106)

Itu
i,
bagay=ku
bay.
this
PRT
friend=1SG.II PST
‘This one was my friend back then.’ (Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ 336)

2.7.1.4 Headless relative clauses
The previous sections have given evidence in favor of analyzing paN1- and -an1
as verbal affixes. It is also necessary to consider two possible arguments for analyzing
them as nominalizers: appearance in coordination with nouns, and occurrence in
prepositional phrases.
First, paN1- and -an1 forms can appear in coordination with nouns. In
example (107), pameyaꞌan(paN2-beyaꞌ-an1) ‘conveyance (boat)’ occurs as an alternative
in coordination with the noun lumaꞌ ‘house’. Coordination is often said to be possible
only between constituents of the same syntactic category (Carnie 2007: 90). But while
this is a general pattern, it is not universal: Kroeger (2004: 31) gives counter-examples.
And

second,

-an1

forms

can

be

preceded

by

a

preposition.

In

(107),

pameyaꞌan(paN2-beyaꞌ-an1) is preceded by the preposition ma.
57

Bay seems to be able to operate at more than one level. It clearly marks tense at the clause level, but it
might have an additional function at the nuclear or core level. Consequently, its ordering within a sentence
is not fully understood. Although it normally occurs in the pre-predicate position, it can occur elsewhere. In
an existential clause it usually follows aniyaꞌ ‘EX’, (example (105)). The sentence-final position in (106) is
well attested, but how it differs from the pre-predicate ordering has not yet been studied in detail.
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(107)

Subay
ought

na kitā
now 1DU.I

ma
at

pameyaꞌan(paN2-beyaꞌ-an1)
PUNCT-ride-LV

atawa ma lumaꞌ boꞌ
makapagbāk(aN-paka-pag1-bāk).
or
at
house in.order.to AV.POT-DISTR-meet.up
‘We’ll have to be at the boat or in the house to meet up.’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
kulingkung)
Many paN1- and -an1-affixed forms have become lexicalized as nouns. For
instance, pamuwan ‘gift’ (<buwan ‘give’), pamakay ‘clothing’ (<pakay ‘wear’), and
pamikil ‘thoughts’ (<pikil ‘think’) are all common words that behave in a very nominal
fashion in Sinama. The same is true of words such as letehan ‘elevated walkway’ (<lete
‘cross an elevated walkway’) and palꞌngnganan ‘walking path’ (<lꞌngngan ‘walk’).

These facts can be accounted for by construing the paN1- and -an1 forms as
headless relative clauses. Verbs can often be construed this way, and thereby function as
nominals (cp. section 3.4.4.2). In example (108), the UV potentive verb kabayaꞌanbi is
functioning as a headless relative clause meaning ‘that which you(pl) want’.
(108)

Ameneꞌ(aN-peneꞌ) kam
ingga
Ø-ka-bayaꞌ-an2=bi.
AV-choose
2PL.I which
UV-POT-want-APPL=2PL.II
‘Choose which one you(pl) want.’ (Tꞌllungan Kuyyaꞌ 25)

2.7.2

Voice or applicative?
The preceding sections have presented evidence for analyzing paN1- and -an1 as

verbal affixes: co-occurrence with aspectual affixes, patterns of co-occurrence with
imperative affixes, and frequent co-occurrence with the past tense particle bay. It has also
discussed apparent evidence for viewing them as nominalizers (coordination with
nominals, and occurrence in PPs), and shown that these facts can be explained by treating
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the apparently nominal forms as headless relative clauses. So the evidence points toward
analyzing paN1- and -an1 as verbal affixes. But are they voice affixes, or applicatives?
This section describes some evidence for analyzing them as voice affixes.
Applicative and voice are separable processes in Sinama (section 2.4.2).
Applicative adds an undergoer to a clause, and voice selects the subject. Thus the
applicative suffix -an2 can co-occur with voice morphology. This fact provides an
argument against viewing paN1- and -an1 as applicatives: unlike -an2, they cannot cooccur with voice morphology. That is, constructions that combine CV or LV morphology
with AV or passive morphology are not permissible:
CV with AV (*aN-paN1-X);
CV with passive (*p<in>aN1-X);
LV with AV (*aN-paN2-X-an1 or *aN-pag1-X-an1);
LV with passive (*p<in>aN2-X-an1 or *p<in>ag1-X-an1).
Apparent counter-examples to this claim can occur due to confusion between the
homophones paN1- and paN2-, or -an1 and -an2. For instance, in example (109) the verb
pinagtawalan ‘sung charms over’ could look as if the LV suffix -an1 were co-occurring
with passive. But in reality the suffix is -an2, functioning as a transitive marker on the
verb (section 2.4.2.4).
(109)

P<in>ag2-bowa
iyā,
p<in>ag2-tawal-an2.
<PASS>DISTR-carry 3SG.I <PASS>DISTR-charm-TR
‘He was carried (to healers), sung charms over.’ (Tꞌnggehanta 68-69)
If paN1- and -an1 are to be analyzed as voice affixes, it should be asked if perhaps

they are not separate voices in their own right, but merely marked forms of UV, AV or
passive. But this analysis is not tenable. CV and LV are capable of taking the clitic actor
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pronoun (examples (88) and (89)), but do not require it. But none of the other voice
affixes show this pattern: UV requires the clitic pronoun, and AV and passive are
incapable of taking it.

One potential argument in favor of analyzing CV paN1- and LV -an1 as
applicatives is that neither of these affixes is able to co-occur with the applicative
suffix -an2, and this limitation could be taken as an argument that these affixes are
themselves applicatives. For instance, whenever the construction paN-X-an occurs it is
interpreted as paN2-X-an1 (LV with the distributive prefix), never paN1-X-an2 (CV with
the applicative suffix). But the CV and LV affixes are also incapable of co-occurring with
the other voice affixes, as described above. A voice affix which cannot co-occur with an
applicative seems more plausible than an applicative affix which cannot co-occur with
any voice. And at least for the LV affix -an1, its failure to co-occur with the applicative
suffix can be easily explained by a morphological prohibition on the sequence *-anan.

2.8

Conclusion
This chapter briefly outlined Sinama verbal morphology. It described the five

Sinama voices and their uses. It also touched on intransitive affixes, valence-increasing
constructions, and aspect and modality affixes, with the goal of distinguishing these
affixes from voice morphology. And finally, it presented evidence for viewing
conveyance voice and locative voice as actual voices, rather than nominalizers or
applicatives.

3

3.1

SUBJECT

Introduction
This chapter examines subject properties for Sinama. It argues for a syntactic

definition of subject in Sinama: the best candidate for subject of a Sinama clause is the
nominative NP, the argument uniquely identified by the voice morphology on the verb.

3.2

Subjects in Philippine languages
Grammatical relations have at times been a controversial topic for the languages

of the Philippines. In particular, much ink has been spilled regarding the identity of the
subject. For Tagalog, the most thoroughly-studied Philippine language, there have been
proposals to identify the subject with the actor (semantic subject), with the nominative
NP (syntactic subject), or with a confluence of both of these categories. Schachter (1976)
concluded that Tagalog subject properties are split between actor and nominative NP to
such a degree that the notion of subject has no relevance to Tagalog.58 Other researchers,
however, argue for a purely syntactic definition of subject in Tagalog and other
Philippine languages, despite this splitting of subject properties: the bulk of syntactic

58

Manning (1996) points out that Keenan’s famous list of subject properties (1976) does not adequately
distinguish semantic and syntactic notions of subject.
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subject properties still tend to cluster around the nominative NP (Kroeger 1993: 22-36 for
Tagalog; Schwartz 1976 for Ilocano).

3.3

Subjects in Sama-Bajaw languages
In her study of Sama Bangingih, Gault (1999: 71ff.) finds a splitting of subject

properties similar to that identified by Schachter for Tagalog. In Bangingih, imperatives
and reflexive binding are controlled by the actor; relativization, content questions, subject
inversion, and equi-NP deletion are controlled by the nominative NP, which Gault calls
the syntactic pivot. She notes that the syntactic subject properties are associated with the
nominative NP (41), and thus identifies the nominative NP as the subject of the
Bangingih clause. Miller (2007: 135ff.) similarly identifies the nominative NP (which he
calls the privileged syntactic argument, following Van Valin & LaPolla (1997: 176)) as
the subject for West Coast Bajau. Walton, in his study of Sama Pangutaran, avoids using
the term “subject” (1986: 12,14), due to subject-property splitting similar to Bangingih.
But he notes that “the focused [i.e., nominative—JJJ] NP is the syntactic pivot for all of
the major syntactic constructions in Sama” (116). These constructions include
relativization, content question formation, clefting, and topic fronting—syntactic
processes typically associated with subjects (130). Likewise, Donohue (1996: 784-788)
observes that in Indonesian Bajau only the nominative NP is able to be relativized and to
move to preverbal position, and therefore concludes that it is the subject.
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3.4

Subject in Central Sinama
Like its Sama-Bajaw siblings, Sinama shows a certain degree of splitting of the

canonical subject properties between the nominative NP and the actor. However,
sufficient subject properties cluster on the nominative NP to make it clear that it occupies
a unique position in Sinama syntax. Tests which indicate that the Sinama nominative NP
is the subject include control, access to relativization, subject inversion, and subject
fronting. Conjunction reduction is another potential subjecthood test.
Many of the languages of the Philippines have case markers which indicate the
grammatical relations of noun phrases. In Tagalog, for instance, the particle ang indicates
the nominative NP; si indicates nominative NPs which are personal names. Sinama lacks
such markers (Sinama si, unlike Tagalog, is invariant and thus does not have a casemarking function). 59 Contrastive pronoun sets help to clarify the status of pronoun
arguments in Sinama (section 1.10), but full NPs are not overtly marked for their
grammatical relation. This creates the potential for ambiguity, but rarely causes any in
practice. It is not usual in natural speech for all of the arguments of a clause to be full
NPs. When such a clause does occur, the grammatical relation of each NP is indicated by
word order (section 1.11). Any remaining ambiguity is usually resolved by the pragmatic
context, and common sense.

59

The particles in and sin are sometimes borrowed from Tausug to mark nominative and genitive NPs,
respectively. However, these particles are never obligatory and are rarely used in conversation. They serve
primarily to indicate an elevated register, e.g. in religious sermons.
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3.4.1

Control
In most languages, a controlled argument must be the subject of its clause

(Kroeger 2004: 107, 297). In Sinama, control is restricted to the nominative NP. This
means that for an arbitrary NP of a subordinate clause to be the controllee, the verb of the
subordinate clause must be in the appropriate voice to select that NP as nominative. This
pattern is strong evidence for the nominative NP’s status as subject.
Examples (110) through (112) show control for intransitive complement clauses.
In (110), the matrix clause is in AV. In (111), the matrix clause is in UV. And in (112),
both the matrix clause and the complement clause are passive.
(110)

Halam

akū
anohoꞌ(aN-sohoꞌ)
1SG.I AV-command
‘I didn’t tell him to go up.’
NEG

iya
3SG.III

pa1-diyataꞌ.
INTR-ascend

(111)

Buwat kamī
Ø-sohoꞌ=nu
pa1-diyataꞌ.
like
1PL.EXCL.I UV-command=2SG.II INTR-ascend
‘It’s like when you tell us to go up.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: dalihag)

(112)

Bay

b<in>owa
eꞌ=nu
si
Omar
PST
<PASS>influence
AM=3SG.II PN
O.
‘Omar was influenced by you to get tattooed.’

t<in>atak-an2
<PASS>mark-TR

More telling than these examples is the behavior of transitive complement clauses.
Examples (113) through (115) involve AV complement clauses, embedded in AV, UV
and passive matrix clauses, respectively. In all three, the actor of the AV complement
clause is the controllee.
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(113)

Anohoꞌ(aN-sohoꞌ) akū
si
AV-command
1SG.I
PM
‘I will tell Abdul to buy rice.’

(114)

Bay

Abdul
A.

kamī
Ø-bowa=nu
1PL.EXCL.I UV-influence=2SG.II
‘You had us prepare that fish.’
PST

(115)

amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli)
AV-buy
angadjal(aN-adjal)
AV-prepare.food

Bay

akū
s<in>ohoꞌ
amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli)
PST
1SG.I <PASS>command AV-buy
‘I was ordered to buy rice.’

buwas.
rice.
daing hēꞌ.
fish that

buwas.
rice.

Examples (116) and (117) show attempts to control the undergoer of an AV
subordinate clause, rather than the actor. The attempts fail: the undergoer of an AV
subordinate clause cannot be the controllee. In (116), the controller si Abdul ‘Abdul’
must be understood as the actor of the subordinate AV clause, not the undergoer.
Likewise, in (117), sigām ‘3PL.I’ can only be the actor of the subordinate AV clause.
(116)

Anohoꞌ(aN-sohoꞌ)
AV-command

akū
si Abdul
1SG.I PN A.

amowa(aN-bowa) si
Mmaꞌ ni
ispital.
AV-carry
PN
Father to
hospital
‘I told Abdul to take Father to the hospital.’
* for: ‘I told Abdul to have Father take him to the hospital.’
(117)

Bay
PST

sigām
3PL.I

s<in>ohoꞌ
eꞌ=na
<PASS>command AM=3SG.II

amanduꞌan(aN-panduꞌ-an2) si
Abdul.
AV-teach-APPL
PN
A.
‘They were ordered by him/her to teach Abdul.’
* for: ‘They were ordered by him/her to be taught by Abdul.’
The same restriction applies when the subordinate clause is UV or passive, as
examples (118) to (120) show: the controller must be understood as the nominative NP of
the subordinate clause.
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akū
Ø-sohoꞌ=na
Ø-panduꞌ-an2=nu.60
PST
1SG.I UV-command=3SG.II UV-teach-APPL=2SG.II
‘He ordered me to be taught by you.’61

(118)

Bay

(119)

Anganggaraꞌ(aN-garaꞌ)
akū
AV-plan
1SG.I
‘I intend to get a massage.’

(120)

Makannak itu
mbal ta-koleꞌ
<ni>lāng.
children
these NEG
PASS.POT-able
<PASS>forbid
‘These children are impossible to make stop.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: koleꞌ)

<ni>hilut.
<PASS>massage

Again, the nominative NP—in these examples, the undergoer—is the controllee.
It is difficult to create a sentence that might violate this restriction, even for testing
purposes. The actor of a UV clause is obligatory (it is always expressed as an enclitic
pronoun), and thus cannot be omitted from the complement clause as a controllee must be.
In a passive clause, the actor is demoted to oblique status and can always be deleted in
any case. The absence of an actor in a passive subordinate clause is interpreted merely as
omission of an oblique, never as control. So, for instance, in (119) akū ‘1SG.I’ can only
refer to the massagee, not the person performing the massage.
The fact that access to control is restricted to nominative NPs is strong evidence
that the nominative NP is the subject of a Sinama clause.

60

For an isolated sentence, example (118) would be preferable if both clauses were in passive voice rather
than UV: Bay aku sinohoꞌ eꞌna pinanduꞌan eꞌnu. And in natural speech, the most likely formulation is
probably something like Bay aku sinohoꞌ eꞌna mikipanduꞌ ma kaꞌa ‘He ordered me to ask you to teach me.’
But my respondents said that example (118) is grammatical and acceptable in a certain context, in
particular when all three participants are present at the speech act. I do not yet understand all of the
pragmatic considerations involved in such voice selections.
61
It is almost impossible to translate example (118) without recourse to the English passive, but the
subordinate clause is not passive in Sinama.
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3.4.2

Relative clauses
The Accessibility Hierarchy (Keenan & Comrie 1977) is a famous ranking of

grammatical categories according to how accessible each is to relativization. Each level
on this hierarchy is more easily relativized than the level to its right.
Accessibility Hierarchy: Subj > Obj > Obl > Possessor
In addition to the hierarchy, Keenan & Comrie propose three Hierarchy
Constraints:
1. A language must be able to relativize subjects.
2. Any given relative clause strategy within a particular language must apply to a
continuous segment of the accessibility hierarchy.
3. A strategy that applies at one point of the Accessibility Hierarchy may cease to apply
at any lower point.62
These Hierarchy Constraints have held up very well for a wide variety of languages
worldwide.
Relative clauses in Sinama are formed via two strategies: a gapping strategy and a
resumptive pronoun strategy. The relativizer ya can optionally precede the relative

62

Although Keenan & Comrie call this a hierarchy constraint, it’s not clear that it really constrains anything.
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clause.63 The verb of a relative clause may occur in any voice, but the gap strategy can
only be used to relativize nominative NPs. Resumptive pronouns, on the other hand, can
only be used to relativize possessors of nominative NPs. The first Hierarchy Constraint
states that a language must be able to relativize subjects. For Sinama, then, this means
that either the nominative NP or a possessor of a nominative NP is the subject of a clause;
the nominative NP is the more plausible candidate. This is evidence for the subject status
of the nominative NP.
In the gap strategy, the relative clause immediately follows the modified head
noun, and the relativized function is omitted from the relative clause. The relativized
function in this case must be the nominative NP in the relative clause. Examples (121)
to (123) illustrate that the gap strategy omits the nominative argument of a relative clause
for each of the three major voices. In (121), the actor of an AV relative clause is omitted.
Example (122) shows that the gap strategy omits the undergoer of a UV relative clause;
in (123) the undergoer of a passive relative clause is likewise omitted.
(121)

ni aꞌa
bay amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli)
daing ma
to person PST AV-buy
fish
at
‘to the person(s) who bought fish at the market’

(122)

ondeꞌ bay Ø-pandi=na
ma
child PST UV-bathe=3SG.II in
‘the child s/he bathed in the basin’
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tabuꞌ
market

undam
basin

In the Sinama Dilaut dialect, the relativizer ya is typically used with the resumptive pronoun strategy, but
not with the gap strategy. These preferences are quite strong, perhaps bordering on obligatory. It is not
clear how universal they are; there seems to be dialectal variation in where and how frequently ya is used.
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(123)

batu
<ni>hagtuꞌ.hagtuꞌ pangubug
kuhitaꞌ
stone <PASS>jig
lure
octopus
‘the stone that is jigged up and down to lure an octopus’ (modified from Pallesen
forthcoming: ya)
Example (124) corresponds to (121), and shows that no matter which NP is

gapped from an AV relative clause, it must be construed as the actor for the sentence to
be grammatical—even if this gives a nonsensical meaning. Where such a construal is
impossible, the attempt is ungrammatical: (125) and (126) are failed attempts to relativize
the undergoer of an AV clause and the actor of a UV clause, respectively.
(124)

* ni daing bay amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli) aꞌa
ma tabuꞌ
to fish
PST
AV-buy
person at
market
for: ‘to the fish that the person bought at the market’
(Could only mean: ‘to the fish which bought a person at the market’)

(125)

* ondeꞌ bay
iyā
amandi(aN-pandi) ma
child PST
3SG.I AV-bathe
in
for: ‘the child s/he bathed in the basin’

(126)

* ni aꞌa
bay Ø-bꞌlli=na
daing
ma
to person PST UV-buy=3SG.II
fish
at
for: ‘the person who bought a fish at the market’

undam
basin
tabuꞌ64
market

Any DCA can be relativized using the gap strategy, given the appropriate verb
morphology to select that argument as nominative. This fact can be of use in analyzing
more complex verbal constructions. For example, in (127) daing ‘fish’ is relativized,
indicating that it was chosen by the UV verb as the nominative argument. The beneficiary
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Example (126) attempts to relativize the actor of a UV clause, but it nonetheless has a pronoun =na
‘3SG.II’ as the actor of the verb. This is because the UV actor is obligatory. Omitting it will cause a
sentence to be rejected as ungrammatical, but without telling us anything about gapping.
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ondeꞌna ‘her child’ cannot be relativized because it is an adjunct, with prepositional
marking. So far, this is nothing new.
In example (128), the applicative suffix -an2 is used to promote ondeꞌna to
undergoer (recall from section 2.4.2 that the applicative creates a new undergoer,
resulting in an additional DCA). Now that it is the undergoer, ondeꞌna can be selected as
the nominative argument by the UV verb. Evidence that it is the nominative argument
comes from its ability to be relativized. Daing ‘fish’ cannot be relativized as long as there
is a beneficiary DCA in the clause. An applied beneficiary is the undergoer of its clause
(section 2.4.2.5), which means the patient daing cannot be selected as nominative and
therefore cannot be relativized.
(127)

daing bay Ø-bꞌlla=na
ma
fish
PST
UV-cook=3SG.II
for
‘the fish s/he cooked for his/her child’

(128)

ondeꞌ bay Ø-bꞌlla-han2=na
child PST UV-cook-APPL=3SG.II
‘the child for whom s/he cooked fish’

ondeꞌ=na
child=3SG
daing
fish

The resumptive pronoun strategy is used only when relativizing the possessor
of a nominative NP. In example (129), the clitic =na ‘3SG.II’ is a resumptive pronoun
which bears the relativized function, namely the possessor of the lost husband. This is
demonstrated for a passive relative clause in example (129).
(129)

dꞌnda
ya
p<in>ag2-piha
hꞌlla=na
woman REL <PASS>DISTR-search
husband=3SG.II.
‘the woman whose husband was being searched for’
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The resumptive pronoun can also be used with an AV relative clause
(example (130)). However, although this example was said to be grammatical, Sinama
speakers describe it as difficult to parse. It takes a moment to figure out what it means.
This suggests that the resumptive pronoun strategy for relativization is less productive
than the gap strategy.
(130)

dꞌnda
ya
amangan(aN-kakan) daing
woman REL
AV-eat
fish
‘the woman whose husband was eating fish’

hꞌlla=na
husband=3SG.II

Only two functions in Sinama are accessible to relativization: the nominative NP
of the relative clause (via gapping), and a possessor of the nominative NP (via resumptive
pronoun). Any other argument, prior to being relativized, must first be selected as
nominative by choosing the appropriate voice morphology. Of these two functions, the
nominative NP appears to be a much more plausible candidate for subject than a
possessor. This is especially the case given that the resumptive pronoun strategy of
relativizing possessors is less productive than the gap strategy for relativizing nominative
NPs. Thus relative clauses provide solid evidence for the nominative argument’s status as
subject in Sinama.

3.4.3

Subject inversion
Sinama has a number of grammatical particles which normally occur in the

sentence-initial position, e.g. bay ‘PST’, halam ‘NEG’, and angay ‘why’. When one of
these words occurs in a clause, it can cause inversion: the nominative NP moves from its
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usual post-predicate position into a location preceding the predicate. Nominative
pronouns always undergo this inversion. They are taken from set I, because they occupy
the 2nd position following the sentence-initial particle. For instance, in example (22),
repeated here as (131), the pronoun kitā ‘1DU.I’ is located before the verb, rather than in
the default postverbal position, due to the presence of the particle hal ‘merely’.
(131)

Hal
kitā
amaklay(aN-baklay)
bang tꞌbba.
merely 1DU.I
AV-travel.by.foot
when low.tide
‘When the tide is low we just walk (along the shore).’ (Pallesen forthcoming:
baklay)
The same process can occur in transitive clauses, both AV (132) and UV (133).

(132)

Bay

iyā
amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli) daing
PST
3SG.I AV-buy
fish
‘He bought fish at the market.’

ma
at

tabuꞌ.
market

(133)

Angay akū
subay Ø-hagda~hagda=nu?
why
1SG.I must
UV-order.around=2SG.II
‘Why must you order me around?’ (Pallesen forthcoming: subay)
Non-pronominal nominative NPs seem to have the option to occupy either the

pre-predicate or the post-predicate position. Example (134) shows inversion of a nonpronominal NP, makannak ‘children’.
(134)

Halam

na
makannak
Ø-panduꞌ-an2=ku
ma
NEG
now children
UV-teach-APPL=1SG.II
in
‘I haven't taught the (school)children this past week.’

da=simana
one=week

itu.
this
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Walton (1986: 127-128) claims that the ability to occupy the pre-predicate
position is a subject test for Sama Pangutaran, and Gault (1999: 77) says likewise for
Sama Bangingih. 65 It seems to be the case for Sinama as well. Only a nominative
argument is able to undergo this inversion. Example (135), in which the undergoer of an
AV clause undergoes inversion, rather than the actor, is ungrammatical.
(135)

*Halam

na
makannak amanduꞌan(aN-panduꞌ-an2) akū.
now children
AV-teach-APPL
1SG.I
for: ‘I no longer taught the (school)children.’
NEG

The same is true in a ditransitive clause. In examples (136) and (137), only the
nominative NP, the undergoer Kesiya, can occupy the 2nd position. The theme kalangan
‘song’, though a DCA, cannot precede the verb because it is not the nominative argument.
(136)

(137)

Halam

saga

NEG

na
si
Kesiya Ø-panduꞌ-an2=ku
now PN K.
UV-teach-APPL=1SG.II
‘I no longer taught Kesiya songs.’

PL

*Halam

na
kalangan
Ø-panduꞌ-an2=ku
now song
UV-teach-APPL=1SG.II
for: ‘I no longer taught Kesiya songs.’
NEG

si
PN

kalangan.
song

Kesiya.
K.

Inversion to the pre-predicate position is reserved for the nominative NP in
Sinama, which is evidence of the nominative NP’s subject status.66

65

Both Walton and Gault refer to this pattern as “pre-predicate attraction.”
One Sama informant accepted the sentence below, which has both actor and undergoer pronouns in the
pre-predicate position. If this sort of sentence is grammatical, it might mean that the pre-predicate second
position is available to pronouns in general, rather than being restricted to nominative pronouns. The
sentence seems ill-formed to me, but further testing would be needed to know if it is actually grammatical.
66
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3.4.4

Subject fronting
The previous section described subject inversion, in which nominative NPs,

especially set I pronouns, appear before the predicate due to the presence of a sentenceinitial particle. Nominative NPs can also be fronted in Sinama sentences.67 Such a fronted
argument is not in the second position, so if it is a pronoun it will come from set III rather
than set I. Examples (138) and (139) show fronted nominative NPs: the undergoer of a
UV clause and actor of an AV clause, respectively.
(138)

Anak=ku
mbal na
Ø-ta-ndaꞌ=ku.
child=1SG.II NEG now UV-POT-see=1SG.II
‘I no longer saw my child.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 85)

(139)

Tuhan anabang(aN-tabang) ai
problema.
God
AV-help
what problem
‘God helps whatever problem (one has).’ (Tꞌnggehanta 194)
Examples (140) and (141) are attempts to front the undergoer of an AV clause,

and the actor of a UV clause. Both attempts fail. The fronted NP must be understood as
the nominative NP, whether it produces a nonsensical meaning (140) or not (141). The
ability of nominative NPs to undergo fronting, when other DCAs cannot, is evidence that
the nominative NP is the subject.

a)

??Bay

itu
akū
amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli) ma
tabuꞌ.
this
1SG.I AV-buy
at
market
‘I bought this at the market.’
67
Various constituents, both arguments and non-arguments, can also occur in a left-detached topic position
outside the clause. The left-detached position is marked by an intonation break before the clause. A leftdetached argument is represented within the clause by a resumptive pronoun.
PST
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(140)

* Kuhapoꞌ aheya bay amanaꞌ(aN-panaꞌ) si Abdul.
grouper large
PST
AV-speargun
PN A.
for: ‘Abdul speared the large grouper.’
(Could only mean: ‘The large grouper that speared Abdul.’)

(141)

* Si

Abdul bay
Ø-panaꞌ=na.
PN A.
PST
UV-speargun=3SG.II
for: ‘Abdul speared it.’
(Could only mean: ‘He speared Abdul.’)68
Subject fronting can serve several different functions. Two of the most common

functions are focus and topic. Fronting is also used to disambiguate the subject when
there is more than one semantically plausible candidate for the role. There are also many
sentences in which it is not yet clear what function subject fronting serves. More study
will be needed to investigate the various functions of fronting.
A fronted subject is often in focus. Focus refers to the “semantic component of
a … proposition whereby the assertion differs from the presupposition” (Lambrecht 1994:
213). More intuitively, if less rigorously, focus is the “new information” in a clause
(Comrie 1989: 62). For instance, content questions are aimed at eliciting new information
from the hearer, so question words are focused within their sentences. In the reply to a
content question, the relevant new information is also focused: being new, it differs from
the presupposed information in the pragmatic context. In Sinama, question words are
nearly always fronted, e.g. sai ‘who’ in example (142).

68

Absent a larger context, the pronoun =na ‘3SG.II’ in (141) will certainly be interpreted as a human being,
not as the fish mentioned in the previous example.
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(142)

…yuk ēꞌ,
“Sai
ka?”
Yuk=ku,
“Aku
i
Sama.”
said that who
2SG.I said=1SG.II
1SG.III PRT Sama
‘That one said, ‘Who are you?’ I said, ‘I’m a Sama.’ (Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ 146147)
Example (143) shows another instance of focus fronting. In the last sentence, the

pronoun sigām i ‘3PL.III’ is fronted to indicate selective contrast, i.e. ‘not I, but they,
started the fight.’ Selective contrast is frequently described as being an example of focus
(Kroeger 1993: 61).
(143)

Halam bay akū
angalaꞌug(aN-laꞌug).
…Na,
NEG
PST 1SG.I AV-behave.aggressively
now.then
angatu(aN-atu) apa
aku
AV-respond
because 1SG.III

i
PRT

amaleꞌ
tired

aku
1SG.III

i
PRT

angusaha(aN-usaha).
AV-livelihood

Sigām i
angalaꞌug(aN-laꞌug).
3PL.III PRT
AV-behave.aggressively
‘I didn’t start the fight. Now, I defended myself because I was worn out with
work. It was they who started it.’ (Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ 60-63)
Subject fronting is not limited to focus. A topic can also be fronted. Topic is
“what the sentence is about” (Comrie 1989: 64); more rigorously, the “‘matter of current
concern’ about which new information is added in an utterance” (Lambrecth 1994: 150).
In example (142), the pronoun is fronted in the answer Aku i Sama ‘I am a Sama’. The
unmarked word order would be Sama akū, with the pronoun taken from set I rather than
set III. In the example, aku ‘1SG.III’ is the topic, the previously-known information
already under discussion. Sama, the answer to the question, is new information and
therefore focused. So example (142) illustrates focus fronting in the first sentence (the
question word sai), and topic fronting in the second sentence (the pronoun aku).
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Another fronted topic is shown in example (144): the topic kima ēꞌ is fronted in
the second sentence.
(144)

Amonoꞌ(aN-bonoꞌ) iyā
AV-fight
3SG.I

maka
with

kima.
giant.clam

Pasal
kima
ēꞌ
aka-bakat,
aheka
seket=na.69
because giant.clam that AV.POT-wound
many
projection=3SG.II
‘S/he fought using a giant clam. The giant clam can wound, it has a lot of points.’
(Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ 34-35)
3.4.4.1 Question words

Question words are normally fronted in Sinama, as mentioned above. Subjects are
questioned using the question words ai ‘what’, sai ‘who’, and ingga ‘which one’
(examples (145) and (146)).70
(145)

Sai
amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli) daing ma
who AV-buy
fish
at
‘Who will buy fish at the market?’

(146)

Ai
bay Ø-bꞌlli=na
ma
what PST UV-buy=3SG.II at
‘What did he buy at the market?’

tabuꞌ?
market
tabuꞌ?
market

Examples (147) and (148) attempt to question the undergoer of an AV clause and
the actor of a passive clause, respectively, but the attempts fail.71 Only subjects can be
questioned using one of these words, because only subjects can be fronted.

69

The prefix aka- is an allomorph of the AV potentive prefix maka-.
Adjuncts are questioned by using adjunct question words, such as maꞌai ‘where’, maingga ‘where’, ma
sai ‘whose’, angay ‘why’, sumiyan ‘when’, and buwattingga ‘how’. The first three in this list contain the
preposition ma. The adjunct question words occur at the start of a sentence, but they show a slightly
different pattern than the DCA question words in this section. See section 4.4.2 for a further discussion.
70
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(147)

* Ai
amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli) iyā
ma
what AV-buy
3SG.I at
for: ‘What will he buy at the market?’

(148)

* Sai
bay b<in>ꞌlli
saging ma
who PST <PASS>buy banana at
for: ‘Who bought bananas in the market?’

tabuꞌ?
market
tabuꞌ?
market

3.4.4.2 Clefting
When a focused subject is fronted, the predicate may be preceded by the
relativizer ya. This is a cleft construction, with the fronted argument followed by a
headless relative clause. Clefting serves an identificational function: X ya Y… means
something like ‘It is X who/that Y…’ (example (149)).

71

Question formation in Sinama has an additional wrinkle. Certain non-subject DCAs can be questioned by
placing the question word in situ. This is demonstrated for an AV undergoer in example (a) below, and for
a passive actor in example (b). Like the resumptive pronoun strategy for creating relative clauses
(section 3.4.2), these in situ question words do not appear to be very productive. For instance, attempts to
question the non-subject DCAs of a ditransitive verb using in situ question words are mostly unsuccessful.
More research remains to be done on in situ question words before they are fully understood. Fronting
remains the default construction for Sinama questions, and is limited to questioning the subject of a clause.
a)

Bay

amanaꞌ(aN-panaꞌ)
AV-speargun
‘What did Abdul spear?’
PST

b)

ai
si Abdul?
what PN A.

Bay

akū
p<in>ag-tittowa-han2.
1SG.I
<PASS>DISTR-laugh-TR
‘I was laughed at.’
PST

P<in>ag-tittowa-han2
eꞌ
<PASS>DISTR-laugh-TR AM
‘Laughed at by whom?’

sai?
who

(When offered an example sentence in isolation, some respondents reject an attempt to question a passive
actor with an in situ question word. Others describe it as grammatical but difficult to understand. But this
construction does occur in speech: (b) was taken from a conversation between native speakers.)
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(149)

Tuhan ya
magbayaꞌ(aN-pag1-bayaꞌ).
God
REL AV-DISTR-decide
‘God’s will be done.’ (lit. ‘It is God who decides.’) (Halam aniyaꞌ imposible 52)
Question words may also be clefted. This construction is most common when the

question is a complement of another verb (example (150)), though it is apparently not
limited to this context.
(150)

K<in>a-taꞌu-han2
du
bang
<PASS>POT-know-APPL surely COMP
ya

sai
who

bay

amonoꞌ(aN-bonoꞌ).
REL PST
AV-kill
‘It is well known who did the killing.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: bang)
The question word may optionally be placed at the end of the sentence, following
the headless relative clause ((151) and (152)).
(151)

Ya

bay

REL

PST

amꞌlli(aN-bꞌlli) daing, sai?
AV-buy
fish
who
‘The one who bought fish, who was it?’

(152)

Ya

bay

p<in>anaꞌ
eꞌ
si Abdul,
REL PST
<PASS>speargun AM PN A.
‘What Abdul speared, what was it?’

3.4.5

Conjunction reduction: a Sinama subject property?

ai?
what

When two conjoined clauses share a coreferential argument, some languages,
such as Tagalog (Kroeger 1993: 33), allow the argument to be deleted in the second
clause when it is nominative in both clauses. This is evidence for the subjecthood of the
nominative NP in such languages. There is at least some indication that the same pattern
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holds true in Sinama. For instance, in example (153) the subject ka ‘2SG.I’ is deleted from
the second clause.
(153)

Amꞌlla(aN-bꞌlla) ka
AV-cook
2SG.I

buwas
rice

atawa ananglag(aN-sanglag) ____ panggiꞌ?
or
AV-roast
____ cassava
‘Are you cooking rice or roasting cassava?’
In (154), panggiꞌ ‘cassava’ cannot be deleted from the second clause, even though
it is the nominative NP, because it is not the nominative NP in the first clause. If the
sentence were rewritten so that the first clause were in UV, panggiꞌ could be deleted in
the second (155).
(154)

*Ananglag(aN-sanglag) iyā
panggiꞌ
AV-roast
3SG.I cassava
atawa Ø-tompeꞌ=na
___?
or
UV-pancake=3SG.II
___
for: ‘Will he roast cassava or make it into a pancake?’

(155)

Ø-Sanglag=na
panggiꞌ itu
atawa
Ø-tompeꞌ=na
UV-roast=3SG.II
cassava this or
UV-pancake=3SG.II
‘Will he roast this cassava or make it into a pancake?’

___?
___

However, this test is complicated by the high incidence of topic-controlled prodrop in natural Sinama discourse. Gault concludes for Sama Bangingih (1999: 81) that
this type of argument deletion is controlled by the pragmatic topic, not the nominative NP.
More study is needed for Central Sinama to disentangle the effects of pro-drop from true
conjunction reduction, to determine whether conjunction reduction provides valid
evidence for the subjecthood of the nominative NP.
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3.5

Conclusion
This chapter has shown that the nominative NP, the argument uniquely identified

by the voice morphology, is the subject of a Sinama clause. Syntactic processes
controlled by the nominative NP include access to control, relativization, subject
inversion, and subject fronting. Conjunction reduction might provide a fifth subject test,
but further study is needed to be sure.

4

4.1

DIRECT CORE ARGUMENTS

Introduction
The status of a clause’s arguments is central to the analysis of voice. Determining

whether a clause is transitive (having two direct core arguments (DCAs)) or intransitive
(having only one) requires knowing the status of each of its arguments. For instance, to
call UV a transitive voice rather than passive amounts to claiming that its actor is a DCA.
Similarly, claiming that the -in- construction is passive requires demonstrating that its
actor is an oblique. And if AV is to be called a transitive voice rather than antipassive, its
undergoer must be a DCA. The status of these arguments must be settled before Sinama
can be described as having a symmetrical voice system, an ergative-absolutive system, or
something else. Reflexive binding and adjunct and oblique fronting are two syntactic
processes which distinguish Sinama DCAs from non-DCAs, and thus can be used as a
test for analysis of the different Sinama voices.

4.2

Transitivity
Section 1.6 introduced the concept of a primary transitive verb (PTV). A PTV is a

two-argument verb which takes a volitional agent and an affected patient. PTVs can be
used to define grammatical functions A and P. The terms A and P refer to the arguments of
any two-argument verb which are treated in the morphosyntax like the agent or the
patient of a PTV, respectively. A transitive verb is a verb that has both
89

A

and

P

in its
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syntactic structure; an intransitive verb lacks one or the other of these functions. For
present purposes, we can consider

A

to be an actor and

P

to be an undergoer, so these

labels will be used henceforth.72
Consider a Sinama PTV, such as keket ‘bite’. In both AV (example (156)) and
UV (157), neither the actor iyā, =na ‘s/he’ nor the undergoer tangan siyakana ‘his/her
older sister’s hand’ is marked with a preposition. This suggests that lack of a preposition
is a marker for DCAs in Sinama. But for lack of a preposition to be a valid marker, it
must be supported by evidence that preposition-marked and unmarked arguments are
treated differently in the syntax. Providing this evidence is the purpose of section 4.4.
(156)

Angeket(aN-keket) iyā
tangan siyaka=na.
AV-bite
3SG.I hand
older.sibling=3SG.II
‘S/he bit his/her older sibling’s hand.’ (modified from Pallesen forthcoming:
keket)

(157)

Ø-Keket=na
tangan siyaka=na.
UV-bite=3SG.II
hand
older.sibling=3SG.II
‘S/he bit his/her older sibling’s hand.’
Both oblique arguments and adjuncts are marked by prepositions. For instance, in

a three-place transfer verb such as buwan ‘give’, the recipient or goal of the verb is
ordinarily an oblique argument, marked with a preposition (example (53), repeated
as (158)). If the applicative suffix is added (159), the oblique is promoted to undergoer
and thereby becomes a DCA, losing its preposition in the process.

72

In RRG, an undergoer must always be referential (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997: 149). This means that P is
not always the same as an undergoer: it is possible for certain activity verbs to have a syntactic valence of
two (i.e. have both A and P), but have only one semantic macrorole (actor).
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(158)

Amuwan(an-buwan) akū
badjuꞌ
AV-give
1SG.I shirt
‘I will give a shirt to my friend.’

ma
to

bagay=ku.
friend=1SG.II

(159)

Amuwanan(aN-buwan-an2) akū
bagay=ku
badjuꞌ.
AV-give-APPL
1SG.I friend=1SG.II shirt
‘I will give my friend a shirt.’
Adjuncts are also marked by prepositions in Sinama: ma ‘at’, ni ‘to’, min/man

‘from/through’, and maka ‘with’. In example (160), ma bangkaꞌ ‘on the outrigger boat’ is
an adjunct.
(160)

Amꞌlla(aN-bꞌlla) iyā
ma bangkaꞌ.
AV-cook
3SG.I at
outrigger.boat
‘She cooked on the boat.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 7)
The semantic distinction between oblique arguments and adjuncts does not seem

to be reflected in Sinama syntax. There is no difference in their prepositional marking,
and

the

applicative

suffix

-an2

does

not

distinguish

them

either.

The

recipient/goal/addressee of a three-place verb, an oblique argument, can be made a DCA
by using the applicative (section 2.4.2.2). The stimulus of an emotion verb, also an
oblique, can be made a DCA as well (section 2.4.2.3). But the applicative can also be
used to add a beneficiary, an adjunct, to the clause core (section 2.4.2.1).

4.3

DCA tests
Tests to distinguish DCAs from oblique core arguments and adjuncts have been

devised for a number of Austronesian languages. DCA tests are often subtle and difficult
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to find, and can vary from one language to another. It is instructive to look briefly at tests
for some other Austronesian languages before considering tests for Sinama.

4.3.1

Balinese
Some of the clearest DCA tests for an Austronesian language are those found by

Arka (2003b) for Balinese [ban]. Arka identifies four syntactic processes which
distinguish Balinese DCAs from oblique arguments: quantifier float, topicalization with
resumptive pronouns, depictive predicates, and imperatives.
a) The ability to launch floating quantifiers has been called a subject property for
Balinese (Artawa 1994, cited in Arka 2003b: 43). But by carefully controlling
for animacy and definiteness, Arka shows that Balinese DCAs can launch
quantifiers, but obliques cannot (Arka 2003b: 49).
b) When an NP is topicalized in Balinese by being put in a sentence-initial
position, a resumptive pronoun must be placed in its original location (Arka
2003b: 52). A resumptive possessive pronoun is used when the possessor of
an NP is topicalized (Arka 2003b: 50). Only a DCA, or a possessor of a DCA,
can be topicalized using a resumptive pronoun.
c) Depictive secondary predicates such as ‘drunk’, ‘naked’, and ‘raw’ can move
away from the NP they modify, in a fashion similar to floating quantifiers.
DCAs can take such depictive predicates, whereas oblique arguments cannot
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(Arka 2003b: 57). The only exception is UV actors, which despite being
DCAs are unable to take depictive predicates.
d) In Balinese imperative constructions, the actor is omitted from the clause.
However, the clause must be in UV or AV for this to take place. Imperatives
cannot be in the passive voice. Passive actors are demoted to oblique status
(section 2.3.3.1). This means that for the imperative actor to be omitted in
Balinese, it must be a DCA (Arka 2003b: 59).

4.3.2

West Coast Bajau
West Coast Bajau, like Sinama, distinguishes DCAs from oblique arguments and

adjuncts by marking the latter two categories with prepositions (Miller 2007: 130). In
addition to lacking prepositions, West Coast Bajau DCAs are identified by two syntactic
processes: subject selection, and adjunct fronting.
a) Only a DCA is eligible to be selected as subject by the voice morphology on
the verb. For an oblique argument (e.g. the recipient of a transfer verb) to be
selected as subject, it must first be promoted to core by use of an applicative
(Miller 2007: 131).
b) West Coast Bajau subjects ordinarily occur prior to the verb. Non-subject
DCAs appear immediately following the verb. Obliques and peripheral
elements can undergo ‘adjunct fronting’ to clause-initial position, prior to the
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subject. Non-subject DCAs cannot undergo this type of fronting (Miller 2007:
132). (A similar process is described for Tagalog in section 4.3.4).

4.3.3

Indonesian
Evidence for DCAs in Indonesian [ind] comes from reflexive binding, floating

quantifiers, control of complex predicates, and topicalization with a resumptive pronoun.
a) A DCA actor in Indonesian can bind a reflexive in any other argument
position (even subject), but an oblique (i.e., passive) actor cannot bind any
DCA (Musgrave 2001: 68; Arka & Manning 2007: 54-56).
b) Only DCAs can launch floating quantifiers in Indonesian. Oblique arguments
and adjuncts cannot do so (Musgrave 2001: 69).
c) Indonesian allows functional control into a complex argument. The controller
must be a DCA; if it is an oblique argument, the construction fails (Arka &
Manning 2007: 56-57).
d) As in Balinese, an argument of an Indonesian clause can be topicalized to an
external position. A resumptive pronoun replaces the topicalized argument in
the clause. This is only possible with a topicalized DCA, never an oblique
argument (Arka & Manning 2007: 57).
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4.3.4

Tagalog
Kroeger (1993) agrees with Schachter (1976) that Tagalog non-nominative actors

are DCAs. He repeats Schachter’s arguments: non-nominative actors are not freely
deletable, and they can appear both as controllers and controllees in Equi constructions
(Kroeger 1993: 40). Kroeger also provides evidence of his own, from control of
participial clauses and from adjunct fronting.
a) Tagalog has a non-completive verb form similar to a participle. It can be the
predicate either of a complement clause, or of an adjunct clause. In either case,
the controller of the participial clause may be either the nominative argument
of the matrix clause or a non-nominative actor, but never a dative or
prepositional argument (Kroeger 1993: 42-43). This is evidence that the nonnominative actor is a DCA rather than an oblique.
b) A process of adjunct fronting in Tagalog can move certain non-verbal
elements, usually adverbs but sometimes PPs and some NPs, to a prepredicate position.73 This fronting causes 2nd-position pronouns and particles
to also move before the verb. Only oblique arguments and non-arguments
(adjuncts or adverbials) can undergo this fronting. Nominative NPs, nonnominative actors, and genitive instruments cannot (Kroeger 1993: 44-45).
Adjunct fronting thus distinguishes DCAs from obliques and adjuncts.

73

Schachter & Otanes (1972: 496) refer to this type of fronting as ‘emphatic inversion.’
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4.4

Sinama direct core arguments
Sinama DCAs are indicated by lack of a preposition (section 4.2). Oblique

arguments and adjuncts take prepositions such as ma ‘at’, ni ‘to’, min/man ‘from/through’,
and maka ‘with’. Passive actors are obliques too, marked by a preposition (h)eꞌ or ni.
Other than prepositional marking, syntactic process that distinguish DCAs from obliques
and adjuncts include reflexive binding, and adjunct and oblique fronting.

4.4.1

Reflexive binding
Sinama can create reflexives using two different words: the reflexive pronoun dī

‘self’, or the idiomatic reflexive baran ‘body’. Dī appears to have a purely syntactic
function, serving only to indicate a reflexive relationship between NPs. It has little or no
semantic content of its own.74 Baran, on the other hand, is often used as an emphatic
reflexive, e.g. aku baranku ‘I myself’. With more semantic content than dī, the word
baran is also used when ‘self’ is intended as a separate entity for discussion, e.g. in a
philosophical or abstract sense, or when a comparison is being made between one
person’s self and another person. At times, it can be unclear whether baran is intended
reflexively, or as an abstract concept, or if it refers to a participant’s literal body.
A complete account of reflexive binding is beyond the scope of this thesis, as the
binding data are quite complex for both dī and baran. But reflexives are worth touching

74

Dī is also used as a modifier to indicate genuineness, e.g. dī bulawan ‘real gold’.
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on because the syntax of dī-reflexives distinguishes DCAs from obliques. Reflexives thus
provide a DCA test for Sinama.
Reflexive dī is always followed by a genitive pronoun, e.g. dī=ku ‘myself’, dī=na
‘him/herself’, or dī=sigā ‘themselves (dual)’. 75 The reflexive must take an antecedent
within the same clause.76 AV and UV actors may always be antecedents, and may never
be reflexives. Example (161) shows two AV clauses in which the actor antecedes a
reflexive undergoer. An attempt to place a reflexive in actor position fails in
example (162). Example (163) is similar to (161), but in undergoer voice: a UV actor is
able to antecede a reflexive undergoer, even though the UV actor is not subject.
(161)

Anapukan(aN-tapuk-an2)
AV-hide-TR

iyā
dī=na.
3SG.I self=3SG.II

Amonoꞌ(aN-bonoꞌ) akū
dī=ku.
AV-kill
1SG.I self=1SG.II
‘He hides himself. I will kill myself.’ (Pallesen forthcoming: dī)
(162)

* Dī=na
amonoꞌ(aN-bonoꞌ) si
self=3SG.II
AV-kill
PN
for: ‘Himself will kill Abdul.’

(163)

Ø-Bonoꞌ=nu
dī=nu?
UV-kill=2SG.II
self=2SG.II
‘Will you kill yourself?’

75

Abdul.77
A.

Only one example of reflexive dī without a genitive pronoun occurs in a corpus of over 2,000 clauses
(plus 18,000 dictionary example sentences). It’s an obscure sentence, and native speakers differ in how
they parse it. It might not be intended as a reflexive at all.
76
When no eligible antecedent is found in the clause, the reflexive can take an antecedent from the
immediate discourse context. Arka describes possible discourse binding in Balinese (2003b: 221-222).
77
The reflexive is fronted to ensure that it is interpreted as the subject, which in an AV clause must be the
actor (section 3.4.4).
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Because both AV and UV actors can be antecedents, but not reflexives, a
prominence condition for reflexive binding would appear to be based on semantic roles
rather than grammatical relations. However, there is also a syntactic component to the
binding condition, one which distinguishes DCAs from obliques and adjuncts. 78 For
instance, unlike UV and AV actors, passive actors cannot participate in reflexive
constructions. They can be neither reflexives nor antecedents. Example (164), which
contains a reflexive passive actor, is rejected. In (165), a passive actor also cannot be the
antecedent for a reflexive undergoer. The contrast with UV actors, which can antecede
reflexives, is evidence that AV and UV actors are DCAs, but passive actors are not.
(164)

* B<in>onoꞌ eꞌ
dī=na
si
<PASS>kill AM self=3SG.II
PN
for: ‘Abdul will be killed by himself.’

Abdul.
Abdul

(165)

* T<in>ambal-an2
dī=na
eꞌ
doktol.
<PASS>treat-TR
self=3SG.II AM doctor
for: ‘The doctor treats himself.’
It is not merely passive actors that cannot participate in reflexive constructions.

Any prepositionally-marked NP is unable to be involved in a reflexive construction,
either as the reflexive or as an antecedent. In example (166), a reflexive goal/beneficiary
undergoer has been added to a clause by means of the applicative suffix -an2. But
in (167), which has the same meaning as (166), the reflexive is in a prepositional phrase.

78

Arka (2003b: 177) argues for a Balinese binding condition based both on semantic prominence and
syntactic prominence (TERMS > NON-TERMS, in his LFG formulation).
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Sentence (167) is ungrammatical, even if the applicative is used (normally it would not
be). Thus, Sinama reflexives distinguish DCAs from obliques and adjuncts.
(166)

Anulugan(aN-sulug-an2 ) akūi
AV-put.on.clothes-APPL
1SG.I
‘I put a shirt on for myself.’79

dī=kui
self=1SG.II

(167)

* Anulug(an2)(aN-sulug-(an2)) akūi
AV-put.on.clothes-(APPL)
1SG.I
for: ‘I put a shirt on (for) myself.’

4.4.2

Adjunct and oblique argument fronting

badjuꞌ
shirt

badjuꞌ.
shirt
ma
on

dī=ku *i.
self=1SG.II

Section 3.4.4 describes subject fronting in Sinama. But fronting is not limited to
subjects. Sinama also allows fronting of adjuncts and oblique arguments: as in West
Coast Bajau and Tagalog, certain adverbial and temporal expressions, as well as
prepositional phrases (adjuncts and oblique arguments), can occupy a sentence-initial
position. If there is a pronominal subject, it will undergo subject inversion as a
consequence of the fronted element (section 3.4.3). The type of fronting described in this
section is limited to adjuncts and oblique arguments. It therefore provides a test for DCAs.
Examples (168) and (169) illustrate fronting of temporal and adverbial
expressions. Temporal and adverbial expressions are most commonly fronted, but PP
adjuncts are also able to occupy a preverbal position and cause subject inversion
(examples (170) and (171)). Adjunct questions are also fronted in this manner (172).

79

Or possibly ‘I put a shirt on (by) myself’. The intended meaning is not always clear, and the distinction
seems at times unimportant to Sinama speakers.
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(168)

Llaw-llaw iyā
amandi(aN-pandi).
daily
3SG.I AV-bathe
‘S/he bathes every day.’ (Ambak maka Kalloꞌ 7)

(169)

Makalanduꞌ iyā
dayahan.
exceedingly 3SG.I wealthy
‘S/he is exceedingly rich.’ (Ambak maka Kalloꞌ 4)

(170)

Ma tahik
kamī
pa1-gantung.
at
ocean 1PL.EXCL
INTR-float
‘In the sea we floated.’ (Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ 133)

(171)

Ni Tagum na
kamī
b<in>owa.
to Tagum now 1PL.EXCL.I <PASS>carry
‘We were then taken to Tagum.’ (adapted from Kapindahan ni Kahāpan 97)

(172)

Maingga
where

iyā
3SG.I

aminta(aN-pinta)
AV-paint

bangkaꞌ?
outrigger.boat

Ma bihing tampe
iya
aminta(aN-pinta) bangkaꞌ.
at
edge
intertidal.zone 3SG.I AV-paint
outrigger.boat
‘Where will he paint a boat?’ ‘At the water’s edge he will paint a boat.’
A clause with a fronted PP, if tested in isolation, is likely to be rejected. But such
clauses do appear in natural speech. Thus it is best to test sentences within a larger
context. One context (though not the only one) in which a PP might be fronted is when it
is focused; so one way to test these sentences is to present the fronted PP as the answer to
a content question. In (172) the adjunct PP ma bihing tampe ‘at the water’s edge’ is
fronted, in response to a query regarding the location of an action. In a different context,
the fronting could express selective contrast: ‘At the water’s edge (not somewhere else)
he will paint a boat.’ Adjuncts can be fronted in UV, AV, and passive clauses.
Of much greater interest than fronting of adjunct PPs is fronting of oblique
argument PPs, in the same manner. In (173), an oblique recipient ma si Abdul ‘to Abdul’
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is fronted in an AV clause. The theme undergoer sīn ‘money’ is incapable of being
fronted (174).
(173)

Ma si
Abdul akū
amuwan(aN-buwan) sīn.
to
PN
A.
1SG.I AV-give
money
‘To Abdul I will give money.’80

(174)

*Sīn
money

akū
1.SGI

amuwan(aN-buwan)
AV-give

ma
to

si
PN

Abdul.
A.

When the recipient si Abdul is promoted to undergoer via the applicative suffix, it
too can no longer be fronted (example (175)). The theme sīn, now a secondary object,
also cannot undergo fronting (176).
(175)

*Si
PN

(176)

Abdul akū
A.
1SG.I

*Sīn
money

akū
1SG.I

amuwanan(aN-buwan-an2) sīn.
AV-give-APPL
money

amuwanan(aN-buwan-an2) si
AV-give-APPL
PN

Abdul.
A.

Although the undergoer and secondary object of these AV clauses cannot be
fronted, the subject aku can, due to the subject fronting described in section 3.4.4. It
might therefore be asked whether subject fronting and adjunct/oblique fronting are
separate processes at all. Perhaps there is simply one process, fronting, which can apply
both to subjects, and to adjuncts and oblique arguments. One indication that this is not the
case, that subject fronting and adjunct/oblique fronting are indeed different, comes from

80

A more common way of saying this is Ni si Abdul akū amuwan(aN‑buwan) sīn ‘I [will go] to Abdul to
give money.’ In this sentence, the preposition ni ‘to’ is apparently standing in for pehēꞌ ni ‘go to’; that is, it
indicates a direction, not a recipient. However, ma is also grammatical, and clearly marks a recipient.
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the fact that both can apply simultaneously to the same sentence. In example (177), both
the subject aku itu ‘1sg.iii’ and the recipient si Abdul are fronted.81
(177)

Aku
itu ma si
Abdul
1SG.III this to
PN
A.
‘I to Abdul will give money.’

amuwan(aN-buwan) sīn.
AV-give
money

Oblique arguments and adjuncts can also be fronted in UV and passive clauses.
Example (178) illustrates a UV sentence with a fronted beneficiary ma saga ondeꞌ‑ondeꞌ
‘the children’.
(178)

Ma saga ondeꞌ~ondeꞌ Ø-bꞌlla= ku
to
PL
child
UV-cook=1SG.II
‘For the children I cook this fish.’

daing
fish

itu.
this

As in AV, subject fronting seems to be distinguishable from adjunct/oblique
fronting in UV: both subject and adjunct can be fronted simultaneously in a UV
clause (179).
(179)

Daing itu
ma saga ondeꞌ~ondeꞌ
fish
this to PL
child
‘This fish for the children I cooked.’

Ø-bꞌlla=ku.
UV-cook=1SG.II

If the beneficiary is promoted to undergoer by means of the applicative
construction, it will then be selected as subject by undergoer voice. Subjects, of course,
can also be fronted, in the manner described in section 3.4.4. So one would expect the
beneficiary subject to be able to undergo fronting. Surprisingly, however, this does not

81

This sentence is also evidence that subject fronting and subject inversion are different processes. An
inverted subject would follow the fronted oblique; the fronted subject precedes it.
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appear to be the case: such a sentence is rejected (180). It is not clear why; possibly it is a
pragmatic limitation, and this sentence would be grammatical in an appropriate context.
Example (181) provides some support for this hypothesis: in a contrastive topic context, a
passive construction analogous to (180) is grammatical.
(180)

*Saga ondeꞌ~ondeꞌ Ø-bꞌlla-han2=ku
PL
child
UV-cook-APPL=1SG.II
for: ‘For the children I cook this fish.’

(181)

Kaꞌam ilu
2PL.III there

ka-buwan-an2
PASS.POT-give-APPL

daing
fish

pangitaꞌu …
wisdom

itu.
this
Saguwāꞌ saga
but
PL

aꞌa
kaseheꞌan, subay k<in>issa-han2
saga
kissa pamaralilan.
person other
ought <PASS>story-APPL PL
story parable
‘You(pl) have been given wisdom … But other people should be spoken to in
parables.’ (Mark 4:11)
Non-subject DCAs cannot be fronted. For instance, in example (182) the theme
sīn ‘money’, despite being a DCA, cannot be fronted. Only the subject, the applied
undergoer si Abdul, can be fronted.
(182)

*Sīn
Ø-buwan-an2=ku
money UV-give-APPL=1SG.II

si
PN

Abdul.
A.

PPs can also be fronted in a passive clause. In example (183), similar to (178), a
beneficiary has been fronted. When the beneficiary is promoted to a DCA by the
applicative suffix, and the resulting verb is passivized, the beneficiary subject again
cannot be fronted—for reasons that are not entirely clear, as in example (180). When this
is attempted, in example (184), the result is said to be ambiguous: it is not clear whether
the children or the fish are being cooked.
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(183)

Ma saga onde~ondeꞌ b<i>ꞌlla
to
PL
child
<PASS>cook
‘This fish is cooked for the children.’

(184)

*Saga

ondeꞌ-ondeꞌ b<i>ꞌlla-han2
child
<PASS>cook-APPL
for: ‘This fish is cooked for the children.’
PL

daing
fish
daing
fish

itu.82
this
itu.
this

Even a passive actor can be fronted, 83 because passive actors are oblique
arguments marked by the preposition (h)eꞌ (section 2.3.3.2). Example (185) shows a
fronted passive actor eꞌ si Kakaꞌ Joni ‘by older-sibling Joni’.
(185)

Sai bay
who PST
Eꞌ

mangalinganan(aN-paN2-lingan-an2) iya
AV-PUNCT-call-TR
3SG.III

itu?
this

si

Kakaꞌ Joni iya
itu
bay <ni>lingan-an2.
AM PN
K.
J.
3SG.III
this
PST
<PASS>call-TR
‘Who called this person?’ ‘Kakaꞌ Joni called this person.’
Fronting of adjuncts and oblique arguments, by distinguishing DCAs from nonDCAs, therefore provides a DCA test for Sinama.

4.5

Conclusion
DCAs in Sinama are identifiable by their lack of a preposition. Evidence for

DCAs comes from reflexive binding, and from fronting. Oblique arguments and adjuncts
can neither be reflexives nor bind them, whereas DCAs can participate in reflexive

82

The infix ‑i‑ is an allomorph of the passive infix ‑in‑, occurring prior to the central vowel.
To my surprise. In isolation, fronted passive actors are said to be ungrammatical. But respondents agreed
that such constructions are heard in natural speech, in response to some questions.
83
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binding. And fronting distinguishes oblique arguments and adjuncts from DCAs: oblique
arguments and adjuncts can be fronted, whereas non-subject DCAs cannot.

5

5.1

SINAMA AS A SYMMETRICAL-VOICE LANGUAGE

Introduction
This chapter presents further information on symmetrical voice systems. It

establishes a definition of symmetrical voice, and distinguishes symmetrical voice from
syntactic ergativity. It then uses data on the status of different Sinama clause constituents
to demonstrate the symmetrical nature of Sinama voice. It closes by considering the
implications of the Sinama minor voices (CV and LV), and the question of whether
Sinama has a basic or unmarked voice.

5.2

Evidence for a symmetrical analysis
The defining feature of a symmetrical-voice language is the presence of two or

more transitive voices (section 1.6.1) (Arka 2003a: 115). These multiple voices allow the
subject of a clause to be selected from among a variety of semantic roles, without
requiring the demotion of the non-subject arguments. As a result, there are two criteria
which must be met to prove that a language has a symmetrical voice system. First, it must
be shown that the language can use its verb morphology to select different semantic roles
as subject. And second, it must be demonstrated that these selections occur without
causing demotion of the non-subject argument in the clause. For Sinama, this means
showing that both UV and AV are transitive. Clearly the UV undergoer and AV actor are
DCAs, as they are the subjects of their respective clauses (chapter 3). Thus the argument
106
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hinges on showing that the non-subject arguments, UV actor and AV undergoer, are also
DCAs, not demoted to oblique or adjunct status.

5.2.1

UV actor
As an obligatory enclitic pronoun, the UV actor can be neither moved nor omitted.

These characteristics contrast with the passive actor: the passive actor’s mobility and
freedom to be omitted are evidence of its demoted status. The UV actor’s rigid location
and obligatory presence are evidence that it is a DCA. Further evidence that the UV actor
is a DCA is its ability to antecede a reflexive, unlike a passive actor (section 4.4.1).

5.2.2

AV undergoer
The status of the AV undergoer is the key element to understanding Sinama voice.

It is fairly straightforward to demonstrate that UV clauses have two DCAs and are
therefore transitive, but AV is more difficult. A major part of the difficulty is the fact that
AV morphology can be used with verbs across a wide spectrum of semantic transitivity.
It can be used on transitive verbs (section 2.3.1), but also on intransitive verbs (2.2.2). It
can be used with activity verbs with inherent arguments, such as kakan ‘eat’ and dakdak
‘wash clothes’ (example (59)). AV is preferred when the undergoer is indefinite (60),
non-referential, or omitted due to low topicality; but it can also be used in situations
where the undergoer is both definite and referential (30). Because of the wide variety of
environments in which AV can be used, determining whether an AV undergoer is a DCA
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can be a tricky question. Reflexive binding and fronting, the Sinama DCA tests, can be
used to clarify the matter.

5.2.2.1 Evidence from reflexive binding
In section 4.4.1 it is shown that actors of both AV and UV clauses are capable of
anteceding a reflexive. Non-actor arguments can be reflexives (examples (161)
and (166)); it is not clear whether they can also antecede any reflexives. But the most
important fact is that preposition-marked elements are unable to participate in reflexive
binding either as reflexive or antecedent. AV undergoers are not marked with
prepositions, and they are able to be reflexives. This is evidence of their DCA status. (A
few Sinama verbs do require the undergoer to be marked by a preposition when the verb
is in actor voice. The status of these preposition-marked arguments is discussed in
section 5.2.2.3).

5.2.2.2 Evidence from adjunct and oblique fronting
Subjects can be fronted in Sinama (section 3.4.4), as can oblique arguments and
adjuncts (4.4.2). In actor voice, the actor is the subject. This means that in AV clauses,
fronting serves as a DCA test for non-actor constituents. AV undergoers cannot be
fronted. In example (140), an attempt to front an AV undergoer fails. Likewise in (147),
an attempt to question an AV undergoer—a fronting process—also fails. And in
examples (173) and (174), the recipient of buwan ‘give’ can undergo adjunct fronting
only when it is expressed as a prepositional phrase. When it is promoted to undergoer by
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means of the applicative suffix ‑an2, it can no longer be fronted in this manner. This is
evidence that AV undergoers are DCAs.

5.2.2.3 Semi-transitive verbs and lexically-conditioned demotion of AV undergoers
Although the undergoer of a Sinama AV clause is not usually marked with a
preposition, a handful of verbs require the undergoer of an AV clause to be marked with
the preposition ma. This requirement seems to be lexically conditioned. These verbs are
referred to here as semi-transitive verbs, because although they are semantically transitive
they appear to be syntactically intransitive.84 Semi-transitive verbs complicate a transitive
analysis of AV, by raising the question of whether the AV undergoers of these verbs are
demoted. If they are, then AV clauses involving semi-transitive verbs are not
syntactically transitive. This section provides evidence that AV undergoers of semitransitive verbs are demoted to oblique status, unlike AV undergoers of other verbs.85
Two examples of semi-transitive verbs are beyaꞌ ‘accompany, follow, obey’
(example (186), where the AV undergoer is llingna ‘her word’), and entom ‘miss, call to
mind’ (example (187), where the AV undergoer is ndaku ‘my wife’).

84

Dryer (2007) uses the expression ‘semi-transitive’ very broadly, to cover a variety of clause types in
different languages which ‘behave in some ways like intransitive clauses, but in other ways like transitive
clauses.’ Kroeger (1996) applies the expression to a small class of verbs in Kimaragang Dusun [kqr] ‘which
are semantically transitive but seem to be morphologically intransitive.’
85
Miller (2007: 165-167) describes a similar phenomenon in West Coast Bajau, in which specific AV
undergoers of a few verbs must be demoted to oblique status. These undergoers are typically a stimulus or
location; the prepositional marking seems to indicate that the argument is minimally affected. As in Sinama,
the demotion appears to be lexically conditioned.
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(186)

Bang
if

bay
PST

akū
1SG.I

ameyaꞌ(aN-beyaꞌ) ma
AV-obey
at

lling=na,
word=3SG.II

mbal

akū
ta-saggaw.
NEG
1SG.I PASS.POT-arrest
‘If I had obeyed what she said, I wouldn’t have been arrested.’ (Kapindahan ni
kahāpan 89)
(187)

Angentom(aN-entom) akū
ma nda=ku.
AV-miss
1SG.I at
wife=1SG.II
‘I missed my wife.’ (Kapindahan ni kahāpan 118)
The status of the preposition-marked arguments of semi-transitive AV verbs could

potentially be explained in several ways. Perhaps they are not demoted, despite the
prepositional marking. For example, ma could be marking a kind of lexically-determined
“quirky case,” or perhaps differential object marking motivated by factors such as
animacy or definiteness. In Sama Pangutaran, ma marks animacy and personhood on AV
undergoers (Walton 1986: 109); in Sama Bangingih, it indicates low topicality of the
undergoer, or partitive/unrealized action (Gault 1999: 59-60). In Central Sinama it seems
to be a lexically-determined demotion. Reflexive binding and fronting are instrumental to
determining that these undergoer are in fact demoted to oblique status.
5.2.2.3.1 Reflexive binding with preposition-marked AV undergoers
Reflexive constructions involving dī distinguish DCAs from oblique arguments
and adjuncts in Sinama (section 4.4.1). Obliques and adjuncts, which are marked with
prepositions, cannot be involved in dī-reflexive constructions either as the reflexive or as
antecedent for a reflexive.
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For both the verbs beyaꞌ ‘accompany, follow, obey’ and addat ‘respect’, a
preposition-marked AV undergoer is not able to be a dī-reflexive (examples (188)
and (189)).
(188)

*Ameyaꞌ(aN-beyaꞌ) iyā
ma dī=na.
AV-obey
3SG.I
at
self=3SG.II
for: ‘He does as he pleases.’ (lit. ‘He obeys/follows himself.’)

(189)

*Magaddat(aN-pag1-addat) iyā
ma dī=na.
AV-DISTR-respect
3SG.I
at
self=3SG.II
for: ‘He (only) respects himself.’ (i.e., he is selfish and does not respect others)
The only way to allow one of these undergoers to be a dī-reflexive is to add it to

the clause core by using the applicative suffix -an2 ((190) and (191)). The fact that dīreflexives cannot occur as the ma-marked argument of these AV clauses is evidence that
such arguments are obliques rather than DCAs.86
(190)

Ameyaꞌan(aN-beyaꞌ-an2)
AV-obey-APPL
‘He does as he pleases.’

iyā
3SG.I

dī=na.
self=3SG.II

86

There is one complication in the data. The verb andol ‘trust’ behaves in much the same way as beyaꞌ and
addat. In example (a) below, the applicative suffix -an2 is used to allow dī=na to be the undergoer, as in
examples (190) and (191).
a)

Angandolan(aN-andol-an2)

iyā
dī=na.
3SG.I self=3SG.II
‘He (only) relies on himself.’ (i.e. he is overly proud of his strength and abilities)
However, one respondent also suggested Angandol iya ma dī=na as an acceptable, perhaps preferable,
alternative (example (b)). This was not accepted by all the respondents present, and it seems to contradict
observed Sinama usage. No use of reflexive dī following a preposition was found in a corpus of over 2,000
sentences, nor in more than 18,000 natural-language example sentences from the Sinama dictionary.
AV-trust-APPL

b)

??Angandol(aN-andol) iyā
AV-trust
3SG.I
‘He (only) relies on himself.’

ma
at

dī=na.
self=3SG.II
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(191)

Magaddatan(aN-pag1-addat-an2)
AV-DISTR-respect-APPL
‘He (only) respects himself.’

iyā
3SG.I

dī=na.
self=3SG.II

5.2.2.3.2 Adjunct fronting with preposition-marked AV undergoers
Adjunct fronting distinguishes non-actor DCAs from oblique arguments and
adjuncts in AV clauses (section 5.2.2.1). Consider example (187), repeated below
as (192). The verb entom ‘miss, recall to mind’ is semi-transitive, requiring AV
undergoers to be prepositionally-marked. This preposition-marked noun phrase can
undergo adjunct fronting (193). The same phenomenon is illustrated in (194) and (195)
with the verb beyaꞌ ‘follow, obey’.
(192)

Angentom(aN-entom) akū
ma nda=ku.
AV-miss
1SG.I at
wife=1SG.II
‘I missed my wife.’ (Edjiꞌ_testimony 118)

(193)

Ma nda=ku
akū
at
wife=1SG.II 1SG.II
‘I missed my wife.’

(194)

Ameyaꞌ(aN-beyaꞌ) kamī
ma
AV-beyaꞌ
1PL.EXCL.I at
‘We obey Mother.’

(195)

Ma si
Inaꞌ
at
PN
Mother
We obey Mother.’

angentom(aN-entom).
AV-miss

kamī
1PL.EXCL.I

si
PN

Inaꞌ.
Mother

ameyaꞌ(aN-beyaꞌ).
AV-follow

Besides their prepositional marking, the ability of the undergoers in these AV
sentences to undergo adjunct fronting is further evidence that they are not DCAs.
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5.2.3

Passive actor
Evidence that the passive actor is not a DCA is given in section 2.3.3.2. It

includes the presence of a preposition (h)eꞌ or ni, the ability to be omitted, and mobility
within the clause. Reflexive binding provides further evidence for the status of the
passive actor. The passive actor is unable to participate in reflexive binding either as
reflexive or antecedent, which in section 4.4.1 is given as evidence of non-core status.
Also, at least some respondents claim that the passive actor can be fronted, which is
further evidence of its demotion (section 4.4.2). The demoted status of the passive actor
is a major difference between passive and UV, as the UV actor is a DCA (section 5.2.1).

5.3

Minor voices
At this point it is appropriate to return briefly to the so-called minor voices, the

paN1-prefixed conveyance voice (CV) and the -an1-suffixed locative voice (LV).
Section 2.7 gave evidence that they are indeed voices rather than nominalizers. The
presence of these two minor voices in addition to undergoer voice, actor voice, and
passive means that Sinama syntax has features characteristic of both Indonesian-type and
Philippine-type languages. With the former it shares the presence of two transitive voices
(UV and AV), as well as an applicative affix which allows the promotion of a variety of
semantic roles to undergoer. With the latter, it shares the presence of at least one, and
maybe two, additional voices which can select other semantic roles as subject without the
operation of an intervening applicative. Given the likely Indonesian origin of the Sama-
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Bajaw language family, combined with Sinama’s very long presence in the Philippines,
the presence of features from both types of languages should not come as a surprise.87

5.4

Some remarks on syntactic ergativity
Himmelmann (2005) includes the lack of a more basic voice as a requirement for

a symmetrical voice system. While this is not taken as a defining feature for purposes of
this thesis, the question remains whether Sinama has such an unmarked voice. Features
which indicate an unmarked voice include lack of morphological marking, frequency of
use in discourse, distribution in a wide variety of syntactic constructions, and ease of
acquisition by children (Kroeger 2004: 305-306).
Sinama’s two transitive voices, UV and AV, are the most plausible candidates for
an unmarked voice. Not all of the features above can be tested for Sinama yet, but they
can be used to form a hypothesis for future investigation. With regard to morphological
marking, it is immediately apparent that UV is unmarked: it receives a zero affix. As for
frequency and distribution, it has often been noted that many Western Austronesian
languages have a preference for definite undergoer subjects. This appears to be the case
for Sinama as well: a quick (admittedly unsystematic) count of clauses in a Sinama text
corpus suggests a higher proportion of UV and passive clauses than AV. To be definitive,

87

Two more features which Sinama shares with the Philippine-type languages are second-position clitics
and the prefix pag-. Himmelmann (2005: 131) states that among the Western Austronesian languages, the
use of second position clitics such as set I pronouns and the TAM particle na ‘now/already’ is restricted to
Philippine-type languages. And the pag- prefix is conspicuously absent in West Coast Bajau, which is
closely related to Sinama but spoken outside of the Philippines (Mark Miller, p.c. 2016).
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however, a text count would require a large corpus, and carefully distinguish independent
from dependent clauses. Such a study has not yet been performed, but it could also shed
light on which Sinama voices are most common in a variety of syntactic constructions. At
present it is impossible to say with certainty. Indeed, the pragmatic function of the
Sinama voice alternation remains poorly understood.
Despite the lack of data, however, it is possible to tentatively suggest that UV is
the unmarked voice in Sinama: it is zero affixed, and seems to be more frequent than AV.
If this is the case, it would mean that Sinama does have an ergative slant to the syntax,
despite having two transitive voices. Whether one could therefore describe the language
as syntactically ergative depends on the definition being used. The Sinama voice
alternation does not consist of a single transitive voice alternating with an antipassive;
AV is transitive as well as UV. But if “syntactic ergativity” merely means that the syntax
prefers undergoer subjects, then this might well apply to Sinama.

5.5

Conclusion
Sinama has two transitive voices, actor voice and undergoer voice. It is not

difficult to show that UV clauses are transitive. The transitive nature of AV clauses, on
the other hand, are thornier, requiring a careful study of AV undergoers. Such study
uncovers evidence that AV undergoers are indeed DCAs, and thus most AV clauses are
transitive. A few semantically transitive verbs, the semi-transitive verbs, require the
undergoer to be demoted, but most semantically transitive verbs are also syntactically
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transitive in actor voice—their undergoers are DCAs. Therefore it is accurate to describe
AV, in most cases, as a transitive voice—at least when it is applied to semantically
transitive verbs. The presence of two transitive voices means that Sinama has a
symmetrical voice system, under the definition given in section 1.6.1. The larger question
of the Sinama voices’ function in discourse, including the matter of whether UV can be
called the unmarked voice (thereby giving the Sinama voice system an ergative slant),
must be left for future study.
The closely-related languages of Sama Bangingih (Gault 1999) and Southern
Sinama (Trick 2008) have been analyzed in the past from an ergative-absolutive
perspective. Describing Central Sinama as symmetrical raises an interesting contrast and
invites cross-linguistic comparison. Such a comparison could only add to our
understanding of the Sama-Bajaw subgroup, and to its history and position among the
other Austronesian subgroups.

APPENDIX: DATA SOURCES
Ambak maka Kalloꞌ ‘Frog and Heron’
Speaker: Kari Pilas
A heron tries to save the life of a boastful frog, who is nevertheless undone by his
own arrogance.
Buntal maka Kulamperaꞌ ‘Puffer fish and Flounder’
Speaker: Pr. John Erales
A puffer fish and a flounder play hide and seek. The flounder buries himself in the
sand, but the puffer fish finds him by inflating and rolling his spiky body across
the seabed until the flounder cries out in pain.
Kamun! ‘Mantis shrimp!’
Speaker: Kelong Pilas
A fisherman and his son try to catch some mantis shrimp, but without success. On
their way home they are hailed by an English-speaking seaman, who shouts
“Come on!” Thinking he is shouting the Sinama word for mantis shrimp, kamun,
they are disappointed at missing a potential business opportunity.
Kapindahan ni kahāpan ‘A change for good’
Speaker: Pr. Edjiꞌ Adjari
A first-person narrative describing significant events in the speaker’s life: his
arrest and imprisonment for dynamite fishing, the death of a child, and his
subsequent conversion to Christianity.
Si Buta maka si Pungkul ‘Buta and Pungkul’
Speaker: Budjiꞌ Pilas
A story about the misadventures of two buffoons, Buta and Pungkul, as they
attempt to take a fishing trip. Despite their bumbling and foolishness, they still
manage to come out on top.
Tungguꞌku dakayuꞌ ‘My one protector’
Speaker: Pilisa Erales
A first-person narrative listing events in which the speaker said she experienced
divine protection: during a severe fight, while trying to make a new life in a
different city, and when threatened by pirates.
Tupara kayu amulawan ‘Ironwood fishing goggles’
Speaker: Robin Ladjawan
A brief description of crafting a pair of ironwood fishing goggles.
Tꞌllungan kuyyaꞌ ‘The three monkeys’
Speaker: Pr. John Erales
Three monkeys go in search of food. One monkey climbs a tree for fruit, but
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greedily refuses to share with his companions. His greed becomes his downfall, as
he is too bloated from eating to safely descend.
Tꞌnggehanta ‘Our standing place’
Speaker: Pr. John Erales
A first-person narrative describing the events that led to the speaker’s conversion
to Christianity, including a vivid dream, his son’s recovery from a severe illness,
and interactions with other Sama.
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